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SPORTS
Sports line _

AnneAbicht

Huskies begin second half from good positions
by Anne Abicht
It's that time of year when winter sports
reach the mid-point of the season and
spring sports start to peek around the
comers of Halenbeck Hall.
Winter, the busiest sporting season
. of the collegiate year, has been very successful at St. Cloud State University
(SCSU) in 1990.
Two teams are in the thick of their
respective races. The women's basketball
team is tied for fourth place in the North ·
Central Conference and just one game
baclc of the league leaders.
In January, the first NCAA Division

n coaches polls were published and scsu

has enjoyed a top-15 ranking throughout
the month. Midway ~ugh the 1990
season, the Huskies are undefeated on
their home court.
Head coach Gladys Ziemer is
approaching her 300th career win at
SCSU. On January 25, Ziemer had 295
career wins to her credit.
St. Cloud State hoclccy is on the
move. The Huslcies have enjoyed a great
deal of success in their new home, the
National Hoclccy Center. Since opening

the NHC, the Huslcy hoclccy team has
posted a 5-2 record on their new ice.

Rudoll scored his 1,000 career point and
is only the 18th player in SCSU history to

St. Cloud SIJlte is the number two
rated team among the NCAA Division I
Independent schools and vying for a postseason play-off spot with the number-one
rated team, University of

reach the 1,000 point milestone. .
Swimming and wrestling are well
underway with both the men's and
·women's swim ttarns experiencing a

Alaaka-Anchorage.

wrestler Rich Douglas has posted a 21-4

The Hualcies are preparing for their
entry into the Western Collegiate Hoclccy
. Association {WCHA) next fall and this
aeason have played 18 games against
WCHA teams. SCSU posted an 8-10-2
record against teams from Michigan Tech,
Denver, Wisconsin, Minnesota-Duluth,
and North Dalcota.
Huslcy men's baslcetball is experiencing a bittersweet season. The Huslcies
posted a 5-2 non-conference record and
find themselves struggling in conference
play midway through the season. At the
mid-point of the season, SCSU had
posted a 9-8 overall record and a 2-5
mark in NCC play.
Individually, senior forward Troy
Rudoll surpassed the 1,000 point career
scoring marlc at SCSU. On January 20,

number of individual bests. SCSU junior
record in competition, topS among the
conference and the nation.
As these teams heat up for the final
half of the season, a number of spring
sports are preparing for competition in
1990. The men's and women's tennis
teams will begin competition in February
while the softball and baseball teams will
head south in early March to begin their
seasons.
The Huslcy sport& schedules are continuous and so is the success that many of
the teams have already experienced as
SCSU continues to strive for excellence in
athletics.
Anne Abidat is SCSU sports m/onnation director.

National Hockey Center opens in grand style
by Anne Ahicht
It was grand!! The Grand Opening and dedication of the
National Hockey Center (NHC)
on January 20 was a tribute to
the commitment of many to
amateur. sports in the state of
Minnesota.
Close to 400 guests were
invited to a reception preceding
the St. Cloud State University
(SCSU) hockey game against
Michigan Tech University.
More than 4,000 fans, the largest group of people to ever see a
hockey game in St. Cloud, came
out for the official dedication of
the building.
A weekend of activities was
planned to commemorate the
Grand Opening and Dedication
of the NHC. Friday,January 19
was designated Youth Hockey
Night and a special invitation
was sent out to the youth
hockey teams of St. Cloud to
attend the game. Bill Frantti, a
long time supporter and promoter of amateur hockey in central
Minnesota, dropped the ceremonial first puck.
Two receptions, a benefit
hockey game, and the official
dedication ceremony just before
the start of the SCSU /Michigan
Tech hockey game were Saturday's highlights. A reception for
· alumni and friends of SCSU
hockey and another reception
for those associated with all
phases of the funding, planning,
and construction of the NHC
were also part of the weekend's
festivities.

ulation rink which measures 85
200 ft.
Other features include a
complete scoreboard system
( four boards) with a color message center and two television
monitors on the concourse, four
corporate suites, eleven locker
rooms, two officials' dressing
rooms, a fully equipped training
room, a weight training and
exercise room, media rooms, a
press box, two Zambonis, a pro
shop, and future space for
coaches offices and classrooms.
Billed as a multi-use facility, the NHC is home to SCSU
hockey and is already booked
for classes in fitness skating,
speed skating, figure skating,

X

hockey, broomball, ice ringette,
a figure skating club, and
intramural activities in broom,
ball, hockey, and ice ringette.
During the summer
months, Select Hockey Camps
and SCSU Youth Hockey
Camps will be held in the NHC.
The public will be able to enjoy
other activities as the NHC has
signed Discover Card "Stars on
Ice" in late February.
The Grand Opening celebration culminated a three-year
process that benefits both amateur athletics in Minnesota and
St. Cl<;>ud State University
athletics and intramural and
recreational sports.

St. Cloud State University hockey forward Tim Hanus (left) gives eager
younger hockey players pointers during a "Skate with the Huskies"
session in conjunction with weekend ceremonies for the National
Hockey Center Grand Opening in January. Photo by Todd Nordquist

Several speakers representing many constituencies were on
hand to dedicate the building.
State representative Glen Anderson; Robert Carothers,
chancellor, Minnesota State
University System; Wayne
Faris, chairman, Minnesota
Amateur Sports Commission;
SCSU President Brendan
McDonald; Lieutenant Governor Marlene Johnson, and
SCSU Men's Athletic Director,
Morris Kurtz, all took part in
the official dedication of the
National Hockey Center.
The newly completed
National Hockey Center is
located on the south end of the

SCSU campus, just down the
hill from Halenbeck Hall.
Initiated in June 1987 by
the Minnesota State Legislature,
the National Hockey Center is
part of a $30-million statewide
Olympic development package
that allotted $9.5 million for the
hockey building.
Groundbreaking for the
NHC took place on September
23, 1988 and the first SCSU
hockey game was played in the
new building on December 16,
1989.
The NHC features two
Olympic sheets of ice under one
roof. An Olympic sheet measures 100 x 200 ft. versus a reg-
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SCSU President Brendan McDonald drops the ceremonial first puck
during dedication ceremonies January 20 for the new National
Hockey Center. Photo by Wendy Cichanski

NEWS BRIEFS

We are the world

Overview

Conspicuous consumption is as out of
place in this day and age as are bell bottoms and earth shoes. And it's no
wonder, either. With ecology expertS
worried about destruction of the ozone
and prollferation of landfills, we all need
to recognize that non-disposable chemicals
and tons of trash will be more than a nuisance in the nineties.
It's enlightening, then, to read about
John and Linda Peck, featured in this
issue of Outlook. SCSU Publlcations Editor Sandra Barnhouse spent time with the
Pecks, absorbing their global philosophy
for llving Ufe in a non-destructive, environmentally sound manner.
Their's is a lifestyle we'd all aspire to,
if only we'd make the commitment. The
Pecks, and others devoted to ecology,
aren't asking for years of activism in order
to malce a decision to recycle aluminum
cans, ban styrofoam cups from the office,
or grow a pesticide-free garden.
Awareness is the first step, action will
follow. H the upcoming celebrations sur-_
rounding Earth Week 1990 April 16
through April 22, 1990 aren't convincing

Deborah Hudson

Winter wonderland
Dedicating a new ice arena and making an
anthropological case study out of the St.
Paul Winter Carnival are two events that
made the news this January at St. Cloud
State University (SCSU).
A group of eighteen anthropology
students at SCSU and their professor,
Robert Lavenda, spent several chilly days
in St. Paul using the annual winter carnival as a field of r,esearch. Queen pageants,
snow sculpturing, and medallion hunts
represent opportunities for research on
how groups of people pull together to
malce a large festival possible. The students also observed how the police force
handles crowds, and how people react to
pull together to make a large festival
possible.
Incidentally, this is not the first time
anthropology students have studied festivals. The Festival Research Project has
studied eighteen small-town festivals since

Outstanding case
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enough, consider the Pecks. They're not
trendy, they're timely. And the time is
now.
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St. Cloud State University
(SCSU) Small Business Institute
(SBI) was honored in November
for its case analysis of a proposed St. Cloud small business.
The SBI is a free management assistance program
designed to assist small business
owners and managers. Senior
business students enrolled in the
"Small Business Case Analysis"
class are grouped in teams to
provide assistance in solving
major problems facing a small
business. Guidance, technical
assistance, and supervision of
the student team is provided by
the program's administrator,
Gwen Bachman, and other
volunteer faculty advisers.
The SBI entered its case
study on a restaurant proposed
by Martin Posch. The case was
one of two selected in Minnesota for the U.S. Small Business
Administration District Award.
Award certificates were
presented to the winning SBI
team, all of whom have graduated from SCSU. They are Greg
Flint, Greg Guy, and Chris
Swenson. Flint, originally from
Cold Spring, graduated spring
quarter 1989 and is currently
employed as a financial analyst/corporate accounting for
Cold Spring Granite Co. Guy
also graduated spring quarter
1989. He is a native of Bagley,
Minnesota. Guy double majored
in management and social psychology and is employed as a
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the field school was started in 1973 by
Evelyn Hatcher, an SCSU faculty emeritus
in anthropology. Lavenda joined SCSU in
1979 and took over the field school in
1981. I trust you'll find Marty Sundvall's
story interesting.
Also cause for celebration recently,
was the dedication of the new National
Hockey Center at SCSU. The. hockey
Huskies feel right at home in the new
arena, and puck fans are finding out their
isn't a bad seat among the 6,0CX) in the
house. Our sports information director,
Anne Abicht, chaired the dedication
committee. She reports on the January 20
festivities and updates our readers on the
winter sports activities in her column.
Personally, I had never attended a
hockey game until I joined the staff at St.
Cloud State University. Now I know what
I was missing. I hope many of our readers
will get the opportunity someday to visit
the National Hockey Center-it's a
marvel. ·
Deborah Hudson
OUTLOOK News Editor

program supervisor for Residential Alternatives, Inc. Swenson
graduated with an accounting
degree winter quarter 1989 and
is employed as a part-time
security guard for North Ridge
Care Center. Swenson lives in
Plymouth.
Also honored were faculty
co-advisers for the team,
Dwaine Tallent and Debra Kellerman, SCSU business faculty
members. '

Legislatitle Agenda

Land and library
Heading into the 1990 Minnesota Legislature, St. Cloud State
University (SCSU) is requesting
funds to purchase additional
land adjacent to the campus for
future expansion of facilities
and parking and also requesting
funds to construct a new
library.
Land south of Halenbeck
Hall and the National Hockey
Center along with property
adjacent to the campus on the
west and north are being eyed
for future university expansion,
with a planned western edge of
the campus along Fifth Avenue,
according to SCSU officials.
"We're located in the fastest growing metro area in the
state," said Dorothy Simpson,
vice president for university

relations. "Although our university's growth will be controlled, additional space is desperately needed now to
accommodate current students.
Good planning suggests we act
now to purchase land from willing sellers before it is
redeveloped."
SCSU officials are asking
the state legislature for $3.4 million for the land purchases.
On the library side, according to national library standards,
SCSU's library should be twice
as large as it is to serve the current student and faculty population. SCSU has the least
amount of library space per student in the Minnesota State
University System, officials
have said.
In 1986, an architectural
consulting firm reviewed the
alternatives and concluded the
most prudent decision was to
build a new library. At the same
time, if a new library is constructed, that would make available much-needed space in Centennial Hall for faculty offices
and classrooms.
William Radovich, vice
president for administrative
affairs, estimated a need for
128 additional faculty offices
next year alone.
Officials are asking for
more than $31 million for planning and construction funds for
a new library as well as planning
funds for the renovation of the
present library.

NEWS BRIEFS
worked as the director of the
Displaced Homemakers Center
at Sangamon State University
(SSU) in Springfield.

Named professorships

Apple Valley 10th grade teacher Julia Klatt presents her awardwinning economics unit entitled, " Economics: Real Life in the Classroom " as part of the 28th Annual Economic Education Winter Institute
February 9._Photo by Jim Altobell

Collapse & capitalism

intern positions. Gallagher is an
associate professor of economics at SCSU.
The awards to students will
be competitive and will be
granted on the basis of need,
career goals, and past community service. The St. Cloud Bremer affiliate is First American
National Bank.

Widely known economist Mancur Olson and Business Week
Magazine columnist Gary S.
Becker were featured speakers at
this year's 28th Annual &onomic Education Winter Institute held February 9 at St.
Cloud State University (SCSU).
Olson spoke on the rise
and decline of nations and challenges to familiar ideologies.
Olson is Distinguished Professor of &onomics, University of
Maryland. His research and
writing have covered a broad
spectrum of economic and
social issues. He is the author or
editor of six books, which have
been published in ten foreign
languages and read throughout
the world.
Becker discussed "The
Contest Between Capitalism and
Communism.,, A recognized
expert on human capital and
human behavior, he is the most
often cited economist in the
Jane Olson
United States.
The annual &onomic Education Winter Institute attracts
statewide media attention. It is
Jane Olson, Springfield, Illinois,
sponsored by SCSU's College
is the first director of the St.
of Education, College of BusiCloud
State University (SCSU)
ness, departments of economics
Women's Center.
and interdisciplinary studies,
Many plans have been
SCSU Center for Economic
made
for the Women's Center
Education, Student Finance
at
SCSU,
according to Olson.
Committee, SCSU Foundation
"I want to look at the poliInc., Minnesota Council on
cies that are already developed
Economic Education and the
and
possibly improve and then
Minnesota Department of
implement
them," she said. "A
Education.
high priority of mine is to
develop programs to educate
and assist students on campus
about safety, sexual assault, date
The St. Cloud State University
rape, and domestic violence.,,
(SCSU) economics department
Olson wants to see the cenrecently received a $10,200
ter provide information and refgrant from the St. Paul-based
errals, help women with careers
Otto Bremer Foundation.
and families, and become a focal
The grant will support the
point on campus for people to
placement of students in intern
drop in and discuss women's
positions in non-profit instituissues.
tions. This grant also includes
Olson earned bachelor's
funds to provide release time
and master's degrees in general
for the program director, Dan
psychology at Sangamon State
Gallagher, to develop new
University. She previously

Working for women

Non-profits profit

Two St. Cloud State University
(SCSU) accounting professors
are recipients of professorships
this year, marking the first time
in the university's history that
SCSU professors have received
named professorships.
Named professorships are
funded with grants from an outside source, in which both the
named professor and his or her
department receive support for
research, publication, workshops, and seminars.
Recipients are Grover A.
Cleveland, a new professor of
accounting at SCSU, and Bradley J. Schwieger, SCSU professor of accounting since 1976.
Cleveland's grant amounts to
$5,000 for each of five years. It
was funded by the Minneapolisbased firm of McGladrey &
Pullen. Cleveland will have the
title of "McGladrey & Pullen
Professor of Taxation.''
Schwieger received a
$5,000 per year grant of indefinite duration from Coopers &
Lybrand, also located in Minneapolis, under the title of
"Coopers & Lybrand Alumni
Professor of Auditing.,, It is an
alumni grant because SCSU
graduates working there are the
grant's major contributors and
the Coopers & Lybrand Foundation matched their
contributions.

of administration, Tang Yunwei,
assistant to the president, Wang
Xueqing, chair of the finance
department, and Xie Shu-Sen,
visiting professor at Metropolitan State Colleges from
Shanghai University.

High flier
What does it really feel like to
float in space?
Dr. George "Pinky" Nelson
captivated an audience at St.
Cloud State University (SCSU)
February 6 as he discussed his
experiences as a NASA shuttle
astronaut.
.
Nelson, a native of Willmar, Minnesota, was the keynote speaker at the fourth
annual SCSU College of Science
and Technology Professional
Exchange Day.
He attracted world attention during his 1984 space shu::tle Challenger spacewalk. In
addition to his work as an
author, Nelson has earned such
prestigious awards as the NASA
Exceptional Service Medal and
the Kiwanis Club of Minnesota
Distihguished Minnesotan
Award. Currently he is an
assistant provost and associate
professor of astronomy at the
University of
Washington-Seattle.
Nelson told those
assembled that if a boy from
west-central Minnesota can
become an astronaut, then
dreams can come true.
He also showed slides taken

during his shuttle trips, and
explained what it was Tike to be
a spacecraft that reaches space
six minutes after launch.
Nelson's visit to SCSU was
sponsored by the SCSU Foundation, Inc., SCSU Senate
Finance Committee, SCSU College of Science and Technology,
and the College of St. Benedict/St. John's University. Nelson spoke the evening before at
the College of St. Benedict.

Historically speaking
The editor of Ebony magazine,
Lerone Bennett, was keynote
speaker for this year's commemoration of Black History
Month at St. Cloud State University (SCSU).
A variety of events were
planned to celebrate this year's
theme, "Raising the Consciousness Movement in the Black
Community.,,
Several special panel discussions were held on chemical
use awareness and the Greek
movement as it involves black
sororities and fraternities.
A highlight for this year's
celebrations was the African
Festival and Diaspora, held February 9 in the Atwood Memorial Center Ballroom, sponsored
by the International Students
Association. The festival featured traditional African singing
and dancing, a Ghanaian
drummer group, arts, sculptures, painting, poetry, films,
and literature exhibitions.

Signed and sealed
The Shanghai University of
Finance and &onomics, People's Republic of China, and the
St. Cloud State University
(SCSU) College of Business
have agreed to establish a program of academic exchanges.
The purpose of the threeyear program is to establish
mutual understanding, solidify
friendship and cooperation
already started, and improve
teaching and research as well as
prompt economic and cultural
exchanges between universities.
Exchange and cooperation
between the two universities
will mean exchange of professors for joint research, teaching
of special subjects by visiting
scholars in the SCSU College of
Business and Shanghai University of Finance and &onomics,
and graduate student exchanges,
according to James Kelly, dean
of the SCSU College of
Business.
Visitors from the Shanghai
University of Finance and &onomics involved in the agreement were Jin Binghua, president and chairman of the board
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Former NASA astronaut Dr. George "Pinky" Nelson was the keynote
speaker at the February 6 SCSU College of Science and Technology
Professional Exchange Day. Photo courtesy of NASA.
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Top 10 touted

Sharon Bollig

Todd M. Scott

The cumulative grade point
average of one section at the
January 13 St. Cloud State University (SCSU) basketball game
was above average when the
Top 10 Club was seated as
honored guests of the SCSU
athletic department and
Banker's Systems, Inc.
The Top 10 Club, comprised of students in the top 10
percent of their respective high
school classes, were treated to a
pizza and pop reception before
the game against the University
of Northern Colorado. Students
were invited from St. Cloud
Cathedral, St. Cloud Tech, St.
Cloud Apollo, Sauk Rapids,
and Sartell High Schools.
Each student received a
membership keepsake at the
reception and complimentary
admission to the basketball
game. The students' families,
guidance counselors, and principals from each of the schools
were also been invited.
"We are proud of the
accomplishments of these outstanding high school students,"
Morris Kura, SCSU men's
athletic director, said. "This our
way of saying, 'job well done."'

□

Growing demands on existing
resources. SCSU's recordsetting growth in the past
seven years has meant an
increased demand on existing
resources. For example,
SCSU currently has about
600 students for which no
state funding is provided.
The legislature allocates
resources to state universities
based on enrollment
numbers of two years ago.
Limiting freshman enrollment "means we'll be doing a
better job of matching students'
needs to available resources,"
Simpson said.
The decision to limit
freshman enrollment "is a St.
Cloud State University initiative,'' Simpson explained, meaning it does not effect the other
universities in the seven-campus
Minnesota State University System. "We feel it is an appropriate response to our changing
focus to upper division and
graduate education and fits better with our available resources.
It also enables us to devote
more time to the recruitment of
high-ability students."
"At the same time," Simpson added, "it also ties in with

the greater cooperation taking
place between SCSU and the
Minnesota community colleges
that are increasingly taking on
the responsibility of educating
students the first two years.

May Bowle is May 5
It's a tradition!
Each year, the first Saturday of May is reserved for the
annual May Bowle, a dinner
dance benefit with proceeds
dedicated to fine arts scholarships for students at St. Cloud
State University, St. John's
University and the College of
St. Benedict.
This year's ball-the 25th
anniversary celebration-will be
hosted by the College of St.
Benedict on May 5. Chairwoman is Cheryl Lightle of Webway, Inc., St. Cloud.
May Bowle was started 25
years ago to show appreciation
for St. Cloud's three local colleges and the many ways in
which they enrich the St. Cloud
community and the surrounding
area.
More than $500,000 has
been raised for scholarships to
students from the three
campuses.

Freshman limit

Phia Vang

Corporate class
Four St. Cloud State University
(SCSU) juniors have been
selected to participate in the
Minnesota State University System's Minority Exposure to
Corporate America (MECA)
program. The initiative provides
scholarship monies and internships at 3M.
Thomas Rogers, Phia Vang,
Sharon Ruibal-Bollig and Todd
Scott were selected by a committee of the state university
system and 3M representatives.
They each will receive a $1,000
scholarship in their junior and
senior years~ well as a 13-week
paid internship at 3M in the
summer of 1990. The students
will also meet quarterly for
leadership and skills training
activities.
The program is funded by
3M, St. Paul.
(Thomas Rogers' photo was unavailable for this issue of OUTLOOK.)

For the first time in the school's
history, St. Cloud State University (SCSU) will limit the
number of freshman students it
enrolls next fall to 2,300, offi. cials announced in mid-January.
A priority deadline of May
1 has been established.
After that date, all applicants will be evaluated for academic promise and admitted on
a space available basis. Freshman applications for fall 1990
at SCSU are running ahead of
the record year 1987 in which
2,700 freshmen enrolled at
SCSU, according to Sherwood
Reid, director of admissions.
New admissions criteria,
which will include higher test
score requirements, will be in
place for the 1991 class, Reid
said.
The decision to limit fall
freshmen enrollment is based on
a number of factors, said
Dorothy Simpson, vice president for university relations.
Two prime reasons are:
□ SCSU's gradual shift to an
upper division focus. SCSU's
future growth is expected to
be in the number of transfer
and graduate students rather
than freshmen. Officials
already see this happening
through an increase in the
number of upper division
and graduate credit hours for
which students are registering. Accordingly, to meet the
demand, more upper division
and graduate courses are
being offered.

Minnesota Governor Rudy Perpich and Lieutenant Governor Marlene
Johnson walked through the Garvey Commons cafeteria line to pick
up their own breakfast before joining students at 7 a.m. for the first
activity as part of Capital for a Day festivities in St. Cloud January 31 .

Gov. Rudy Perpich (left} taped a public service announcement for
campus radio station KVSC during his visit to SCSU January 31.
Assisting Perpich with the recording was Kevin Ridley, station manager, right, and Nate Nesje, center. The theme for the day was higher
education. Photos by Jim Altobell
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Robert C. Johnson

Math with a mission
A St. Cloud State University
(SCSU) professor's years of
work toward improving math
and science education in Minnesota was recognized recently
with an appointment to a state
task force and a commendation
from Governor Rudy Perpich.
Robert C. Johnson recently
was appointed to a task force
that will assess ways to upgrade
math and science education in
Minnesota. Johnson, director of
the SCSU minority studies academic program, began his work
last October.
"I'm sure this appointment
stems from my work on mathscience-computer camps held at
SCSU, and from my research
activities and professional interests in math and science education," Johnson said. "t feel
honored to have my work in
these areas over the past years
recognized."
The task force is charged
with reviewing state and federal
efforts to improve math and
science education, to conduct an
assessment of existing math and
science programs in state
schools and to study the feasibility of a state math and science
school.
"Even though Minnesota
has been noted for excellence in
education, there is indication
that the quality of student
achievement is slipping," Johnson said. "So I'm very interested in seeing that the quality
of math and science education
in the state be improved."
Johnson, who also was
honored by Governor Perpich
with a certificate of commendation, said he would like to see
the issue of equity in math and
science education be addressed.
"l would like people who have
been historically underrepresented in the sciences, such as
women and people of color, to
have a chance to enhance their
participation and performance,"
he said.
(See related photos, pages 6-7.)

,
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Winter carnival provides
field for festival study
hv ~ Sundvall
M t people go to festivals and
~als to get away from the
every y hassles of life.
B t a group of St. Cloud
State niversity (SCSU) students d their professor
attend a well-known festival
to obse
the intricacies and
behaviors of everyday life.
SCS \anthropology professor Robert Lavenda and 18
anthropology students observed
the St. Paul Winter Carnival
January 24 through February 4.
The students came away with an
accurate portrait of an important aspect of Minnesota culture, Lavenda said.
"There is a great deal to be
learned about how a community
creates its own public culture by
looking at events such as festivals," Lavenda said. "These
events can draw tens or even
hundreds of thousands of people. When people are relaxed in
an atmosphere of that sort, they
tend to be themselves."
Research on the St. Paul
Winter Carnival and like events
began fall quarte~ with students
taking an introductory course.
The students are presently taking eight anthropology credits to
complete the 12-credit project.
The field school will be
broken up into four groups,
with each group studying a different facet of the carnival. The
small groups will look at how
people pull together to make a
large festival possible, how the
different events are organized .
and scheduled, how thousands
of people maintain social order
and how "royal" families are
assembled through the Queen of
the Snows pageant. The groups
will sometimes work together
and attend as many events as
possible.
The St. Paul Winter Carnival was not the first festival
Lavenda has observed. The Festival Research Project has studied 18 small-town festivals
since the field school was

SCSU anthropology professor Robert Lavenda posed in front of a
gigantic Russian ice sculpture adorning the Capitol grounds during
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started in 1973 by Evelyn
Hatcher, an SCSU faculty emeritus in anthropology. Lavenda
joined SCSU in 1979 and took
over the field school in 1981.
"By going to small-town
festivals, we began to get a feeling of what was happening at
these events," Lavenda said.
"We then wanted to look at a
large, urban festival that draws

enormous numbers of peoplethus the St. Paul Winter
Carnival."
The popular winter carnival
was started in 1886, making it
one of the oldest events of its
kind. It is an active festival,
allowing for an abundance of
research opportunities, Lavenda
said. This is the first time a winter festival has been studied. All
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the St. Paul Winter Carnival. Lavenda's anthropology class used the
carnival as its field school. Photo by Jim Altobell

other field projects took place
in the summer.
The most intriguing aspect
-of the carnival for Lavenda is·
the presence of the Vulcans, a
disguised and masked group of
men who introduce an element
of disorder to the festival as
they try to dethrone King
Boreas.
"The Vulcans represent
many things. They represent the
forces of warm weather, they
can pop up almost anywhere,"
Lavenda said. "That sort of
character is not found very
often at small-town festivals and
I was interested in finding a festival that features such figures."

St. Paul Winter Carnival
organizers welcomed Lavenda's
interest in the event, he said.
"We have in the past provided previous festival organizers a ground-level insight into
their festivals," Lavenda said.
"We hope to do the same at the
St. Paul Winter Carnival."
The anthropology project
resulted in a front-page story on
the January 29 edition of St.
Paul Pioneer Press, along with
numerous Twin City television
and radio station interviews.
Marty Sundooll is a student staff writhe SCSU Office of Public Relations and Publications.
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Saving the planet
Photos by Jim Altobell

SCSU professor's career,
family, lifestyle exhibit
total commitment to
environmental concerns
by Sandra Barnhouse
John Peck smiles when he says that with the
Biology 101 course, which he's taught for more
than twenty years, he reaches more students
than anyone else at St. Cloud State University.
It's there he unrelentingly presses his case on
ecology and the environment.
"I usually have about 1,300 students a
year," he says, implying that he feels privileged
to bring his message to that number of stu,
dents. That's rewarding to the long,tirne SCSU
biology professor. Both John and Linda Peck
are ecological missionaries and continue to
reach out to people with the urgent, obvious,
even the elusive questions concerning planet
Earth. Their work has garnered respect.
"John and Linda are the ultimate conserva,
tion ecologists in central Minnesota, if not the
state," says Steve Saupe, associate professor of
biology at the College of St. Benedict.
"My lifestyle has changed because I'm
associated with John Peck," says Sheree Cohn,
SCSU environmental toxicologist who is chair
of the St. Cloud area Audubon Society conser,
vation committee. "I admire the way he uses
education as a tool for solving environmental
problems."
"They're willing to be a conscience for the
rest of us through their lifestyle, and they're
willing to be involved in the battles, but I know
their frustration," says John Cronn, SCSU pro,
fessor of biology.
"I doubt if there's anyone in St. Cloud
who can match what the Pecks have done," says
Jim Davis, who has taken over John's teaching
responsibilities while he and Linda spend a year
teaching in Zimbabwe.
So who are these friends of the earth who
inspire such admiration?

SCSU student Heather Tideman is up to her knees in ~he Sauk River, as
she demonstrates how to identify river current from visual clues to several computer camp attendees. Later the current will be apparent 8:fter
organically safe dye is put into the river as part of the demonstration.

The Rockville farm of John and Linda Peck may
hold keys to a sustainable future for this citizen of
the world from Chicago.

The farm and activism
When the Pecks bought their Rockville farm in
the late 1960s, before the first Earth Day,
before the "back to the land" movement of the
rnid,seventies, they already had committed
themselves to environmental concerns. This
was evident when they donated part of their
farm to the Nature Conservancy to preserve it
from agricultutal encroachment.
In 1971 the Pecks helped to form the St.
Cloud Area Environmental Council, which
continues to meet weekly. The seventies· and
eighties found them in the forefront of envir,
onrnental issues, serving on local, regional, and
state boards and committees for environmental
concerns.
Linda has served on the Waste Manage,
rnent Board of Central Minnesota and was on
the steering committee of the governor's task
force on high,level nuclear waste, helping to
prevent a potential nuclear waste disposal from
being located in Stearns County. She frequently
is called as an outstate representative and con,
sultant on environmental issues.
Last year, Linda's elementary classroom
presentations earned her the State Board of
Environmental Education's "Educator of the
Year" award. Pam Landers, the board's direc,
tor, has worked with Linda for sixteen years.
"What's most impressive about Linda is that
she lives what she says. (The Pecks') lifestyle is
such an example for all of us to see, that you
can live a perfectly good, fulfilling life without
being the all,Arnerican consumer."
Jerry Johnson of the Tri,County Solid
Waste Commission agrees with Landers and
cites a prime example. "Linda practices what
she preaches," says Johnson. "She stopped buy,
ing her favorite coffee when it started corning
out in plastic containers, and she always carries
her own coffee mug to meetings so she won't
have to use a styrofoarn cup. These are such
simple things that we all could be doing."
Johnson works with Linda on an annual
household hazardous waste redistribution pro,
ject alerting people to ways they can get rid of
substances they no longer need, such as old
paint and cleaning products, without harming
the environment.
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She served as St. Cloud president of the
League of Women Voters (LWV) for several
years and now sits on the state board. Bev
Webb, Stearns County Social Services, who
also has worked with the Pecks as foster par,
ents, believes Linda has purposefully joined
organizations such as the LWV in order to
spread the environmental message, especially
issues on legislation and issues involving the
Pollution Control Agency. •
In addition to full,tirne teaching, John has
been active with the Audubon Society, having
served as conservation committee chair. He also
is involved with the Nature Conservancy, an
organization that buys land and allows it to go
wild again. John helps to manage the Conser,
vancy's blue heron rookery located near the
farm.
Ask John to talk about himself and he
immediately begins talking about the world's
ecological problems instead. He and Linda both
are concerned with what they call our 50/50
chance of global survival, yet he is not
pessimistic.
To counter the threat that population
expansion poses to the earth, John works for a
sustainable human environmental system. "Most
Americans perceive the rate of population
growth as a Third World problem," he says,
"but you can't say that just one end of the boat
is sinking. Besides, the average American is
much more of a threat to the environment than
most Third World people, just by the propor,
tion of resources this country uses. The Ameri,
can lifestyle is not a sustainable system."

This computer camper exhibits tadpoles caught
in a bucket of river water.

Ethical lifestyle

SCSU computer camp student Shanelle Fernandez (left) and Clarice Rupert (center) peer out
from the second story barn loft as they pause with
John Peck on their tour of the wildlife rehabilitation refuge housed there. Photo by Jim Altobell

He adds, "I don't try to predict the future.
Fifteen years ago we weren't aware of ozone
depletion-it was a surprise. Now the future
has changed because of it. We'll have more
surpises, too-things we don't know about
yet."
Asked about the greenhouse effect, he
responds that we don't have the luxury of time
. to doubt it. "It's true that scientists don't agree
on the subject, and that it can't be proven absolutely, but we still should act as though it could
be true." _

"We should malce cities into
tlet'ter -~
~le to live,
so fewer will want to move to
the country."
Although the Pecks admittedly enjoy
where they live, life in the country isn't for
everybody, they contend. City habitation is less
immediately damaging to the environment,
since cities already are ecologically devastated.
"We should make the cities into better places
for people to live, so fewer of them will want to
move out here in the country," he says. Much
needs to be done in the prevention of urban
sprawl, including a reduction of traffic
intensity.
John would like to see other biologists
speak out on issues cgnceming the environment, and he is frustrated that many are too
cautious to be political. According to Bob
Bixby, president of the St. Cloud Area Environmental Council and SCSU faculty member,
"The Pecks may be considered controversial
because they are willing to ask and repeat questions until they get a clear answer from the
boards, committees, and legislators they deal
with regularly. Some people would call this harrassment; I consider it a positive thing."

Elaine Thrune, director of the SCSU WIidiife Rehabilitation Center, advises people
who find injured wildlife not to try to help
the creature(s) but to contact the center
which Is licensed by the state to deal with
situations Involving distressed and Injured
wild animals (phone: 255-4911 ), or the
Department of Natural Resources (DNR).

Those who have been to the farm readily recognize that the Pecks live in harmony with their
surroundings, not only by doing the least
amount of damage, but by protecting wild
things, doing what they can to preserve their
local ecosystem.
Living on the farm means bathing in the
summer by swimming in the river. The house
has one cold water faucet just inside the back
door. "You can use the water, but don't toss it
down the sink. There's no drain," Linda says as
she opens the cupboard door beneath the
faucet, exposing a bucket underneath. "We
empty this out in the garden when it gets full."
That is the extent of their plumbing. In the
winter their hygiene needs are met with a sauna.
The source of heat in their older farmhouse is
an enormous wood cookstove located in the
kitchen. Rooms seem open to the outdoors,
with large, low-set, energy-efficient windows.
A visitor is likely to become acquainted
with a baby squirrel that Linda holds and feeds
with an eyedropper, or be struck by her fitness
and how easily she can take off running the distances of the farm-house to field, barnyard to
rookery, half a mile away.
Linda volunteers her time to the SCSU
Wildlife Rehabilitation Center, partially housed
at the farm. During a typical week this past
summer the barn's inhabitants included five
deer, five rabbits, seven baby hawks, two adult
hawks, two racoons, two ducklings, and one
owl.
"We had to euthanize one of the baby
deer," she explains. "It was born prematurely,
and had cataracts. It was physically viable, but
it couldn't be blind and survive in the wild."
Linda is unemotional on this subject, but
not detached. She's seen wildlife destroyed
enough to be calm with death, but each wild,
living creature still seems to be precious.
"My job is to make them wild again, and
able to go back and survive," she says. "It's a
process of doing less for them gradually until
they don't need me anymore."
Linda tells the story about the great homed
owl that now is a permanent resident of the
farm. It was found debilitated and diagnosed as
unable to fly, therefore, unreleasable. When
three great horned owl nestlings were brought
in as orphans, the old father owl adopted them.
"They had to learn how to act like owls,
how to hunt, and he taught them," says Linda.

One of several baby deer housed in the wildlife
refuge last summer.
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F~rm and country exposure puts students from the city in touch with
wide-open spaces and provides rare opportunities, such as this afternoon hors~~ack ride exploring the farm. Linda Peck, on foot, leads a
mounted _v1s1tortoward the path that will take him to a farm field.

Sharing the environment
Activities at the farm include outreach to children. More than 1,000 kids visit the farm each
year, either through scouting, elementary
classes, or the summer computer camp for girls
and children of color.
Elaine Thrune has worked closely with the
Pecks since 1981 as director of the SCSU
Wildlife Rehabilitation Center. She sees the
value of field trips for. young students. "Linda
dispells the notion some of the kids have that
the SCSU computer camp is just going to be a
place where they can wear their nice clothes,
flirt, take a class, go to lunch. She takes them
out to the river in the afternoon and gives them
a pair of the many grubby shoes she's saved
over time, so they can feel free to get involved
with the earth. They see the surface of the water
and she asks, tWhat's in the water-what's
under the mud at the bottom?' They dig and
literally make contact with the earth."
So are they getting through to the kids?
"Absolutely," says Thrune. "They come
(continued next page)

John and Linda Peck examine books recently
removed from the St. Cloud Apollo High School
library, now for sale in the SCSU Math-Science
building. Proceeds from the salvaged books will
help defray the cost of shipping used textbooks
to Zimbabwe.

Saving the planet,

cont'd.
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This six-year-old great horned owl was found
debilitated and diagnosed as unable to fly, therefore, unreleasable. When three great horned owl
nestlings were· brought in after losing their
mother, the old father owl adopted them, teaching them how to hunt and "act like owls."

Pecks, cont'd.
away from camp seeing all sorts of interconnections with math, physics and biology-and they
get the ecology message."
The Pecks have put their financial resources into things they care about. They have supplemented several educations including the doctoral degree for John's undergraduate
roommate, Liberty Mhlanga, who is now the
general manager of the Agricultural and Development Authority, which oversees 2 million
acres in Zimbabwe.

uThe Pecks' lifestyle is such an
example for all of us to see, that
you can live a perfectly good,
fulfilling life without being the
all-American consumer."
Sylvia Zamora of Costa Rica is another
student aided by the Pecks. Her family has been
host to SCSU students in the Costa Rica program, and she in tum visited SCSU, including
the Peck farm. They are helping with her
expenses so she can complete her master's
degree studying Third World pesticide use.
In order to aid the secondary school in
Zimbabwe where they are teaching during 1990,
John and Linda have sent discarded books from
District 742. When they discovered the books
were going to be thrown out, they filled an
office in the Math Science Center with every
book tossed from the St. Cloud Apollo High
School library-not just biology books, but
Shakespeare, Freud, and Hemingway, to name a
few.
Books not sent to Zimbabwe are for sale to
anyone, at good prices. Proceeds will help
finance the shipment of the chosen texts, for
which John and Linda already have paid more
than $800 in out-of-pocket expenses.
"The Pecks are truly unselfish," says
Thrune. "They've helped me immensely over
the years. Everything in life presents a personal
decision. They have helped people through the
process, guiding, counseling, coaching,
teaching-whether it's academic advising, career
choice, organic gardening, making a change in
personal behavior that will help the environment, or just simplifying a person's lifestyle."

by Kathieen Schmitz
If predictions are correct, Earth Day 1990 will
be the largest global demonstration in history.
More than 200 million people are expected to
speak out for environmental awareness and
action. On Earth Day, April 22, "a decade of
the environment" will be officially launched.
During the first Earth Day in 1970,
approximately 20 million Americans, mostly
students, rallied across the countr,y to voice
ecological concerns. In what began as an idea by
former United States Senator Gaylord Nelson,
this mobilization helped pass the Clean Air Act
and create the Environmental Protection
Agency.

What you can do
You may unlcnowingly do harm to the enYironment
through careless disposal of ordinary household products, or by failing to take simple steps that can relieve
pressure on the environment. Remember, your individual actions are important and consider the following suggestions:
- Buy products only after you are sure there isn't a
safer alternative.
- Buy solvents and other household substances only
in the amounts needed.
- Put your personal coffee mug in your car and take
it wherever you go.
- Use up all the paint you purchase, or sive it to
someone who will use it when you're finished with
it.
- Bring your old paper bags back to the grocery store
and reuse them.
- Use cardboard instead of styrofoam, whenever
possible.
- Allow small amounts of paint to evaporate and
harden before disposal in the household trash.
- Tum off the lights when you leave the room; shop
for light bulbs that use less power.
- Reuse paint thinner by allowing paint particles to
settle, then pouring off usable solvent; small
amounts can be allowed to evaporate before the
container is tossed.
- Learn where you can recycle used motor oil. (Many
service stations volunteer this service in most
communities.) Change the oil in your car regularly.
- Recycle aluminum cans and newspapers ( even if
you get no cash return for them).
- Ride a bike or walk instead of driving.
- Buy your new car battery only from a company
that 8Jfee5 !<> take your old one and recycle it.

- Weatberltdpand°ifteblate windows.
- Value your shrubs and tree& by not cuttiJlJ them

down; plant more of them.
- Dispose of chemicals in their original containers,
whenever possible.
- Request your pharmadat to ~ t r p.:tal!ffl,dbti
in the old container.
- Repmcc'! rbc:mk::wl cleaners with "elbow grease,"
using akemative substances, such as baking soda,
vinegar, salt, lemon juice, vegetable oil, etc. You
can obtain a "Safer Substitutes" tip sheet by calling
the number listed below.

Many materials c:oneeftUftl pmcluct dnpoaal and
alternativea are available diroup the Tri-count,
Solid Watte Management Commiuion, phone
(612) 259-3610, or tbroup. the Minnesota Pollution Control AtJ,,atr,y at (612) 296-7373.
Regional offlcet a1ao aie located in Rocheeter,
Detroit Lakes, Duluth, Manball, and Brainerd.

Today, Earth Day planners hope that on
the twentieth anniversary people will change
individual behavior and begin a decade of
environmental activism. In the nineties, new
and more serious issues will be discussed.
Planners hope to address issues such issues as
the depletion of the earth's ozone layer, the destruction of rain forests, and the greenhouse
effect.
The national theme for the upcoming
Earth Day is "think globally, act locally." With
no exception, St. Cloud State University
(SCSU) and the City of St. Cloud are organizing plans to "act locally." Spinning off of Minnesota Governor Rudy Perpich's Celebrate
Minnesota theme for 1990, St. Cloud and
SCSU has enacted "Celebrate Earth Day 1990"
as its slogan.
With a goal to raise the environmental
consciousness of citizens in the St. Cloud area
and SCSU, throughout Earth Week April 1622, events are being planned to incorporate the
five basic ecological relationships associated
with our planet: soil, water, food, air, and
energy. Each day of Earth Week will be
devoted to one of these topics. A music/art festival is scheduled at Riverside park on Sunday,
April 22, to celebrate Earth D~y as a
community.
Before the Sunday celebration, the week
will be filled with public events and activities.
Workshops planned in the community and at
SCSU cover topics on energy conservation,
solar energy, global warming, alternative foods,
recycling, car maintenance, organic gardening,
and tropical rain forests.
While some people may attend a workshop or listen to speakers, other people may
decide to take tours of the St. Cloud Audubon/Nature Center, water treatment plant, and
solar homes. Others interested may join a citywide tree planting effort or help in cleaning up
the Mississippi River.
Regarding education, SCSU and other
schools hope to devote one day during Earth
Week in all classes to discuss earth issues as
they relate to individual subjects.
In the schools and elsewhere, environmental experts will encourage the idea that ecological problems are not as difficult to act upon as
many people think. Every individual, no matter
what age, can assist in making an impact to stop
the destruction of our planet.
Environmental experts report that by recycling just one-tenth of household newspapers,
25 million trees a year could be saved.
Since so many people are uncertain about
the scientific apsects of environmental erosion
and the subject's enormity, experts want people
to know that the average citizen can make a difference in their own backyard. SCSU and St.
Cloud residents will attempt in April to do
their share.
A person doesn't have to be an environmentalist to be a success in helping solve the
earth's problems, he or she simply has to think
like one. It all boils down the basic rule of
ecology-everything is related.
Kathleen Schmitz is assistant public relations director for
publications in the Office of Public Relations and
Publications.

Sandra Barnhouse is publications editor in SCSU's
Office of Public Relations and Publications.
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Dreams funded in land gift
by Jan DeBeny Laff.ty
Near the endofJuly, Betty and Max
Partch, Clear Lake, took three of us on a
walldng tour of their property on the Mississippi River, just south of St. Cloud.
The three of us-Steve Nohava, a member
of the St. Cloud State University (SCSU)
Foundation property committee, Tom
Macgillivray, SCSU director of university
advancement, and I-walked the fence
lines and clambered through the brush to
look at the river.
In a clearing they call Butternut Hollow, Betty pointed out a large tree, laden
with nuts, that at one time she thought
would shade her kitchen door.
But plans change and time flows by
and now Max and Betty were talking
about giving the land to St. Cloud State
University. Their 34.2 acres would be a
substantial gift to SCSU. It would enable
the Partches to set up an endowment fund

for continuing support of a program they
would design-perhaps a scholarship or a
program to assist student and faculty
development, or perhaps another academically related initiative.
Dr. Partch, a faculty emeritus, taught
in the biological sciences department at
St. Cloud State University from 1949
until 1979. He had strong ties to the institution and wanted to make a difference.
Before the end of December, the gift
was completed. Most of the gift funded a
charitable gift annuity which will provide
income for the Partches for the rest of
their lives. Then, the principal will fund
the endowment fund which they are
planning.
.
In addition to gaining income from
an asset which previously produced no
income for Max and Betty, the gift provides a charitable gift tax deduction in this
year, with the possibility of a five-year

carryover, if needed. And, the gift does
not incur capital gains tax except as principal as returned in the income
payments-a small percentage of the
income spread over the life expectancy of
the annuity.
This is a gift that allowed the
Partches to exchange one dream for
another. And the gift benefits both the
donors and the university, as planned gifts
are designed to do.
We at the SCSU Foundation would
be pleased to discuss gift opportunities
with you. Call us at (612) 255-3177 or
write to: Jan DeBerry Lafferty, SCSU
Foundation, 720 Fourth Ave. S., St.
Cloud State University, St. Cloud, MN

56301-4498.
Jan DeBerr, Laflen., is dittaor of planned giving at

scsu.

Charitable life insurance: A gift that benefits now and in the future
by Harry Peyerl
Prompted in part by ••-'·ent tax law
changes, many people are using life insurance as gifts to St. Cloud State University
(SCSU) and other not-for-profit organizations. Most insurance companies have
plans specifically designed to be used as
gifts. They can provide both current operating funds and future income often used
to build endowment. The Northwestern
Mutual Life plan is called Charitable Life.
It works like this:
□ SCSU receives a portion of the premium each year as a cash gift and the
remainder funds a life insurance policy
that will provide an additional benefit
at death;
□ It can be designed to meet the specifications of both the charity and the
donor;
□ The donor receives a tax deduction
because SCSU owns the policy and the
rights therein;

□ The plan provides an insured endow-

ment, guaranteeing a substantial lump
sum gift at death without delay; and
□ A comparatively small gift each year
toward insurance can provide a substantial gift; the annual premium can be
as little as one to four percent of the
policy's initial face value.
For example, if a person 40 years old contributed $1,600 each year for five years
($8,000), this could result:
Cash available Insurance
toSCSU toSCSU
Year 1 $1,243 At the death of the
Year 5
7,336 donor, $50,000 (less
Year 10
9,413 any withdrawal made
Year 20 17,380 prior to death)
comes to SCSU with
no tax consequences.
The donor can work with the university
to draw up the criteria for the future
endowment. It might, for example, be for
a scholarship or for an equipment fund.

In the meantime, the university, as owner
of the policy, could take the cash available
and use it for current purposes. When the
policy matures, the gift will be free of
taxes and will not be part of the donor's
estate. At that time the university will set
up the endowment fund and the income
from the principal will be used as the
donor requested each year.
Charitable life and similar programs
provide a current cash option and capital
to ensure the well-being of the university
beyond today. In colleges and universities
throughout the nation, scholarships and
other programs bear the names of charitable individuals. Some of them have
chosen insurance as the best way to give
their gifts.

This guest oolumn was written b, Harry]. Peyerl,
a member of the SCSV Foundation Planned Giving Advisory Committee. Peyerl is a special agent
with Northwestern Mutual Life in St. Gloud. He
receitied a master's degree from SCSV in 1972.

SCSU parents help ring up phonathon totals

SCSU's phonathon was successful this year with a 12.5 percent
increase over the pledges secured last year. SCSU sophomore Lisa
Bagley, Paynesville, assisted with the effort. She is majoring in elementary education. Photo by Jim Altobell

The best ever .._ . Cloud State
University annual giving phona,
thon was completed recently
with a total of $210,116
pledged, according to SCSU
Foundation officials. This compares to last year's pledge figure
of $186,724, representing a
12.5 percent increase.
A major reason for the success this year, according to Kay
Sebastian, director of annual
giving, was the generosity of
parents of current SCSU students who were all called for the
first time as part of the phonathon. A total of $35,636 was
pledged by SCSU parents.
"We're always so gratified
with the way our alumni support SCSU through the phona-
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thon each year," Sebastian said.
"And now it is truly rewarding
to see parents becoming a part
of that support as well. So it
was delightful to have parents
joining with alumni to raise the
most money ever in an SCSU
phonathon."
Money raised from the
annual phonathon goes to scholarships for deserving students,
grants for faculty, and other
special programs such as artistin-residence programs, according to Sebastian. She said that
the need for additional dollars
continues to increase dramatically because there is a constant
increase in requests for scholarships and other program,related
needs.

For information about
SCSU's annual giving program,
contact Kay Sebastian at ( 612)
255-3177.

Career change? Try the
state university job fair
The first ever Minnesota State
University System Job Fair will
take place March 20 and 21 at
the St. Paul Civic Center. More
than 200 employers are
expected to be in attendance.
The St. Cloud State University
Center for Career Planning and
Placement is encouraging interested SCSU alumni to attend.
For information, contact Rich
Murray in the placement office
at (612) 255-2151.
~

·Scholarships and Gifts

John L. Melton

John L. Melton
- scholarship
The family of John L. Melton, a
deceased faculty emeritus of the St.
Cloud State University (SCSU)
English department, has established
a scholarship in literature in honor
of the scholar's achievements.
The John L. Melton Scholarship in Literature was established in
late 1989 by the Melton's daughters: Melinda Melton Sadar, Maurya Melton Smith, Emily Melton
Gilreath and Brigid Melton Sullivan. The family hopes others who
shared their father's love and
appreciation for Arthurian legends,
the American West, and literature
also will contribute to the endowed
scholarship fund, which will be
awarded by the SCSU English
department through the SCSU
Office of Scholarships and Financial Aid.
Melton was born in Walsenburg, Colorado, and spent his
childhood years in Iowa, Idaho, and
Utah. He served as an officer in the
infantry in World War 11. H~
earned his bachelor's degree in English in 1947 and a master's degree
in anthropology in 1949 from the
University of Utah. He earned his
Ph.D. from Johns Hopkins University in 1955, and joined the John
Carroll University English faculty
in Cleveland, Ohio. He chaired the
English department there from
1959 to 1968. He joined the faculty
at SCSU in 1968 and retired in
1986 as a professor emeritus. Melton died June 24, 1989.
For more information on this
endowed scholarship, contact the
SCSU Foundation, Inc., St. Cloud
State University, 720 Fourth Ave.
S., St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498, or
call (612) 255-3177.

The size of this gift qualifies
Dr. Peters for lifetime membership
in the SCSU Presidents Club and
Heritage Club.
"Carl's gift in the years to
come will truly have an impact on
this university," said Lee Hanson,
president of the SCSU Foundation.
"By utilizing life insurance as the
gift vehicle, he sets an example
many others could follow whereby
a moderate investment now will
grow into a major future gift."
For more information on this
gift, contact the SCSU Foundation
at (612) 255-3177.

shortened by his sudden and tragic
death, it is hoped that the difficulties he overcame to realize his ultimate goals will serve as an inspiration in helping recipients overcome
personal struggles in achieving their
own successes," he said.
John Berling is dean of the
Leaming Resources Services and
Center For Information Media. He
holds degrees from SCSU, Wayne
State University and University of
Nebraska-Lincoln. Pat Berling
earned her bachelor of science
degree and master of science in special studies from SCSU. She is
manager of compensation and
benefits at DeZURIK, Sartell.
The scholarship is part o( the
endowment of the SCSU Foundation, Inc. Interest from the endowment will be award~ annually to
student athletes in the SCSU baseball program. Academics is the
main criterion-freshmen must be
in the top quarter of their high
school class and current SCSU students. Transfer students must have
a cumulative GPA of 3.00 on a
scale of 4.00. The first award will
be made during the 1990--91 school
year.
For more information on the
scholarship, contact the SCSU
Foundation,Inc.at(612)
255-3177.

Berling scholarship

~ scholarship to assist St. Cloud
State University (SCSU) student
athletes in the baseball program has
been established by John and Pat
Berling, St. Cloud.
The scholarship is in the name
of their son, Gregory J. Berling,
who attended SCSU and was an allconference baseball player. He
earned a bachelor's degree in biology, and his chiropractic degree
Peters gift
from Logan Chiropractic College.
Gregory Berling died in a helicopter
The St. Cloud State University
accident in April 1989.
(SCSU) Foundation, Inc. is the
"The scholarship seeks to
beneficiary of a gift of life insurance
inspire student athletes in all
from Dr. Carl H. Peters.
endeavors, especially educational
Peters is an alumnus of the
class of 1969. He serves as associate ones," said I. Thomas Macgillivray,
executive director of the SCSU
medical director of the Principal
Foundation, Inc.
Financial Group headquartered in
"Though Gregory's career was
Des Moines, Iowa.

"This is a beautiful gesture by
the family," said Jane Olson, SCSU
Women's Center director. "She
meant so much to so many. Her
career will be a role model for all
applicants."
For more information on the
scholarship, contact the SCSU
Alumni Association at (612) 2553177, or SCSU Women's Center at
(612) 255-4958.

American Indian
scholarship
An anonymous donor has funded a
scholarship to assist St. Cloud State
University (SCSU) American
Indian students who are elementary
education majors.
The American Indian Education Scholarship will assist registered American Indians who will
eventually teach populations of
predominantly American Indian
children. The donor hopes these
teachers will serve as role models.
The SCSU admissions office
has agreed to match the awards
from this fund. The scholarship has
been established with the SCSU
Foundation, Inc. and will be administered by the SCSU teacher development department. For more
information, contact Ken Kelsey,
chair, at (612) 255-3007.

McDowall scholarship
Gregory J. Berling

Bruce and Gail Ruud Geyer

A scholarship to assist St. Cloud
State University (SCSU) nontraditional students aged 35 and
over has been established by the
children of Grace McDowall.
The scholarship is in memory
of their mother, Grace McDowall,
who died June 18, 1989, in St.
Cloud. McDowall was involved in
government, politics, and philanthropy. She served on the St. Cloud
City Council 1960-68, the last four
years as president, and was vicechairman of the Sixth District
Republicans. She was the treasurer
of the Sherburne County March of
Dimes for 25 years.
Applicants may be part- or
full-time, new or continuing students. The scholarship will be
administered by the SCSU Alumni
Association, with the SCSU
Women's Center making recommendations on recipients. Applications will be available after February 1 with a deadline is May 1.
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Bill Nielsen

Westin-Neilsen
scholarship
A $500 scholarship for a graduating
senior at White Bear Lake High
School planning to enroll at St.
Cloud State University (SCSU) has
been established by the WestinNielsen Corporation.
Westin-Nielsen is a manufacturer of quality wood office furniture. Its products are made at the
production facility and corporate
headquarters located in Vadnais
Heights, near White Bear Lake.
Westin-Nielsen distributes its office
furniture nationwide.
William J. Nielsen, president
and chief executive officer of the
company, is a third generation
officer in the firm and a graduate of
St. Cloud State University. His
spouse, Char Nielsen, is the company treasurer.
I. Thomas Macgillivray, executive director of the SCSU Foundation, said Nielsen wanted to "do
something for his alma mater and at
the same time benefit the area high
school. He's interested in helping
young people continue their
education."
Criteria for the scholarship
includes acceptance by St. Cloud
State University Admissions Office,
a class rank in the 85th percentile
or above, and participation in high
school and/or community extracurricular activities.
The scholarship will be
awarded for the academic year
1990-91. For more information,
contact the SCSU admissions office
at (612) 255-2244.

Geyer endowment
An endowment to provide
scholarships to deserving students
in the St. Cloud State University
(SCSU) College of Education has
been established by Bruce A. and
Gail L. Ruud Geyer, Little Falls.
The Geyers are graduates of
SCSU-Bruce graduated as a geography major in 1974, and Gail as
an education major in 1972. They
have five children and are active in
church and community affairs.
Bruce is a project manager in
the acquisitions support group of
Fingerhut, St. Cloud, and Gail is a
substitute teacher in Little Falls.
The endowment will eventually
fund a number of scholarships in
the SCSU College of Education.
Applicants will need an overall
grade point average of 3.00 or better to qualify. Preference will be
given to those students who can
show involvement in community or
college service.
"An endowment of this type
funded by young alumni will
undoubtedly set an example for
others," said Ken Kelsey, chair of
the SCSU teacher development
office. "It's a compliment to the
faculty, administration, and support
people in the College of Education
and it will continue to motivate us
to provide leadership in the preparation of teachers.''
For more information, contact
the SCSU Foundation, Inc., at
(612) 255-3177.

Coard scholarship
A scholarship to assist St. Cloud
State University (SCSU) English
majors has been established by Dr.
Robert Coard, St. Cloud. The scholarship is in the name of his parents, Lawrence B. and Clara S.
Coard.
Coard's parents inspired him
to earn his doctorate and pursue
university teaching. Robert Coard
will retire in May from SCSU as
professor of English. He has served
the university since 1960.
The scholarship will provide
academic scholarships for both
undergraduate and graduate English
majors, said Richard Dillman, chair
of the SCSU English department.
"This is a very significant gift
to the university because Robert is
retiring after 30 years of service. He
would like to help others follow the
same sort of career path he did,"
Dillman said. "This scholarship
also helps our students realize that
people are serious about the study
of English, writing, and literature."
The scholarship will first be
awarded for the academic year
1990-91. Contact the SCSU English department, (612) 255-3061,
for more information.

ALUMNI NEWS
Alumni Focus

Bob Dinndorf

Alumni -E vents

Image to have uthoroughly modern" focus
by Bob Dinndorf
Goal #3: "Improve the university's
image," so declared Strategic Plan 198994 as written by the Alumni Board.
A small step toward that conclusion
is retitling this column. The Alumni Focus
intends to capture essential details of the
university landscape, providing exposure
for a "thoroughly modem" St. Cloud
State.
In 1869 St. Cloud Normal School's
single-purpose mission was teacher preparation, in response to the blossoming educational requirements of pioneer
Minnesota.
Fast forward to 1989, the pedagogues
are joined on campus by electrical and
manufacturing engineers, gerontologists,
urban planners, international business
types, information media specialists, cul-

tural diversity leadership and cytogenetics.
Ari extensive mix of business, fine arts,
humanities, social sciences, science, and
technology as well as education offerings
are needed to answer the demands of our
contemporary world.
,..,.
Not only exposure for the university,
but a "double exposure" will be offered
through Alumni Focus. In addition to
views from SCSU, focus will be given to
alumni able to illuminate the SCSU experience of years past. As an unnamed German philosopher quoted in Tom Peters'
Thriving on Chaos states: "Whoever supplies memory, shapes concepts and interprets the past will win the future." At the
same time, alumni must realize that when
they graduate they leave a motion picture,
not a still photo.

a production of Libby Larson's
new opera, Frankenstein: The
Modem Prometheus at St. Paul's
Ordway Theater during the last
week of May. The Alumni
Association, together with the
Office of International Studies,
plans to host a special reception
prior to the May 25th performance of Larson's opera at
which Mayor Schnell will be a
special guest. Invitations will be
mailed to alumni of the lngolstadt program, German studies
alumni, and others who are
interested.
In the fall of 1990 SCSU
will begin commemoration of
the 10th Anniversary of SCSU's
British Studies program located
in the castle of Northumber-

land. A trip to Alnwick Castle,
tentatively set for June 1991
will culminate a year of activities. The spring 1991 commencement address will be delivered by Her Grace, the
Duchess of Northumberland,
whose home, Alnwick Castle, is
used as the site for the SCSU
British Studies program. Ray
Rowland, Assistant Dean of
Fine Arts and Humanities, is
preparing a history of the program which should be available
in the fall of 1990. Other fall
events include art exhibitions
and a reunion of British studies
alumni during Homecoming,
October 27, 1990.
The university's oldest
international studies program
located in Aalborg, Denmark
will observe two special occasions in the near future. One is
celebration in 1992 of the
650th anniversary of the founding of Aalborg city. In addition,
a touring theater company from
North Jutland will visit St.
Cloud during the weekend of
the Wings, Wheels and Water
Festival, July 12-13, 1990. The
group will perform music and
comedy from the golden age of
Danish theater as well as an
English language puppet performance of Hans Christian
Andersen's Fairy Tale The
Tinder Box. An exhibition of
Danish art also will be featured
during the tour.
Additional information on
all of these international opportunities will be available as programs develop. Alumni with
Scenes like this are typical of the area near Alnwick, home of the specific interests are encouraged
SCSU British Studies program. SCSU President Brendan McDonald to contact either the Alumni
will escort the Presidents Clubs on a tour of England this spring. Photo Association or the Office of
by Jim Altobell
International Studies.
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March 20-21·
Career Fair, St. Paul

Aprill?
College of Business Alumni
reception, Minneapolis Club, 57 p.m.

April19
Alumni Executive Board meeting, Alumni & Foundation Center, 7 :30 a.m.

April 29
University Award for Excellence in Leadership
Mayl0
· Alumni Board meeting, 6:30
p.m.

Alumni to participate
in international anniversary
A series of events over the next
three years will provide occasions to celebrate St. Cloud
State's International Programs
in Denmark, England, and
Germany.
The year 1990 marks the
15th Anniversary of the SCSU
program located in Ingolstadt,
West Germany. The city,
located on the Danube River
north of Munich, was the setting for Mary Shelley's 1830
gothic tale, Frankenstein.
In recognition of our relationship with this German city,
Mayor Schnell of lngolstadt will
visit St. Cloud in May to deliver
the spring commencement
address. Coincidentally, the
Minnesota Opera has scheduled

March8
Denver reception, Marriott
West, 5-7 p.m. Special guests:
SCSU women's tennis team and
coach Larry Sundby '63.
March 15
Alumni Board meeting; 6:30
p.m.
March 16
St. Patrick's/St. Urho Day celebration, D.B. Searles, 5-7 p.m.

May25

.

Fifty Year Club reunion: Class
of 1940 and previous classes.
SPRING COMMENCEMENT:
Mayor Schnell of lngolstadt,
West Germany; commencement
speaker. Alumni luncheon for
parents and graduates immediately following ceremony,
Holiday Inn. Call the Alumni &
Foundation Center, (612)2553177 for ticket information.

July 19
I. Thomas Macgillivray

Macgillivray to
leave SCSU
St. Cloud State University is
saying goodbye to a special
friend.
I. Thomas Macgillivray,
director of university advancement at SCSU, has been named
director of development at the
University of Northern Colorado in Greeley, Colorado and
will leave SCSU at the end of
February after 12 years at

Summer Alumni Board picnic
Includes current and past board
members as well as division
volunteers.
September 22
Hall of Fame induction 1990
October 27
Homecoming 1990

scsu.

Macgillivray joined SCSU
in 1978 as the director of
alumni services after working as
coordinator of alumni affairs at
the University of WisconsinLacrosse. He became director of
alumni and development at
SCSU in 1983, and served in
the position until 1987, when
he was named director of university advancement. In his current position, Macgillivray has
been responsible for the offices
of alumni and development,
served as executive director of
the SCSU Foundation, Inc.,
supervised the planned giving
program, and coordinated the
university's major gifts program.
On an historical note, Macgillivray, along with Ray Rowland, former director of SCSU

information services, created the
publication you're now reading.
They were the founders of
OUTLOOK, the university's
quarterly alumni publication.
Active in a wide variety of
civic and university affairs
including United Way and St.
Cloud Area Chamber of Commerce, Macgillivray is also a
member of the National' and
Minnesota chapters of the
Society of Fund Raising Executives. Tom and his wife Barb
have two children.
With warm regards we say
farewell to a true friend of
SCSU and of higher education.
Good luck, Tom!

Alumni Board
elects members
·The Alumni Association Board
of Directors conducted its
annual planning workshop January 27 on the St. Cloud State
University (SCSU) campus.
Newly elected board members
include Arlene Casey '88 and
Lisa Koll '88 of St. Cloud along
with Mark Lemme '82 of Little
Falls. The board also announced
i~ 1990 leadership team: Tom
Bosl '77, president; Jeff Holmberg '75, president,elect and
Jane Munson '68, Secretary.
Alumni who wish to participate in the policy-making pro,
cess are invited to join one of
the board's four divisions:
Awards and Recognition, Student Services and Awareness,
Legislative Relations, and
Alumni Programs. For more

information contact the Alumni
Office, (612) 255--4241.

ALUMNI NEWS
Taking his time

Arlene Casey

Lisa Koll

Mark Lemme

Jeff Holmberg

Jane Munson

Although many bachelor's degrees
earned at SCSU take the standard
four-year track, some nontraditional students integrate their
education with other experiences
taking more time to complete their
degrees. One such student is
WAYNE CLAYPATCH '89, St.
Cloud, currently an adjunct faculty
member in the art department at
SCSU, while also a graduate
student.
Claypatch was enrolled in the
Bachelor of Fine Arts program at
SCSU beginning in 1976. In 1980,
with less than one quarter's credit
to complete his degree, he was
offered an opportunity he couldn't
~refuse-becoming a studio assistant
to New York artist Philip Pearlstein. Lee Wallin, then SCSU professor of art and personal acquaintance of Pearlstein, knew of the
vacancy and introduced him to
Claypatch.

CLASSNOTES
1913-49
HATTIE WEILAND HENRICHS
'13, Fort Wayne, Ind., wrote to us about
her earller years at St. Cloud Normal
School. After graduation, she taught in
country schools around Minnesota for
eight years. Hattie is now 95 years old and
has llved at the Lutheran Home in Fort
Wayne for five years ...

EDNA LAWS BREMER '34,
Blaine, was city assessor for the City of
Blaine for 30 years and retired in 1974.
Edna and her husband, Kenneth, have one
. daughter and two grandchildren. They
spend winters together in Peoria, Ariz.
MARJORIE LEPPA RAMSEY '40,
'55, '57, Memphis, Tenn., is a self-employed writer and consultant.
DOROTHY KNUDSEN REDEP·
ENNING '45, Marietta, retired in 1985
.._after 36 years of teaching.

1950-1959
LAVINA PRAMANN HOEMKE
'50, '55, St. Cloud, is a local sales representative for RAM Tour and Travel of
Marshall.

STODDARD M. ROBINSON '50,
San Diego, Calif., retired in 1988.
DORISE. HANSON BJORK '51,
Willmar, works for the Willmar Publlc
Schools.
JOHN C. COULTER '51, St.
-Cloud, taught in Denmark for the SCSU
international program this past summer.
He has worked on environmental affairs
.,,,. for which he received the 1989 local award
for Environmental Education activities
from the 7W Heartland Environmental
Education Council. Now retired, John
serves on the Minnesota State Steering
Committee for development of science
curricula for grades K-6. He also works
with woodcarving and has exhibited his
works locally and in the Twin Cities.

ANNETTE THORSON GEER
'51, Spicer, is a bookkeeper for Hugh's
,Automotive in New London.
PAT HENDRICKSON, '52,
Crosby, retired from teaching in the
Crosby-Ironton school district for 29 years
and currently is active in the Heartland
Symphony as well as his local church. He
serves on the Jessi F. Hallet Library Board
in Crosby and is a new member in the
Brainerd Community College Alumni
Association Board of Directors.
LEONARD BAUFIELD '52, '67 is
etired and lives in Hackensack.
BILL FRANTII '52, '63, St. Cloud,
etired from fulltime teaching at Tech High
School. He is still an active hockey coach,
orking with preschoolers in St. Cloud
and as an assistant at St. John's University.
ill was inducted into the SCSU Hall of
~ ame in 1988.
= ALVIN M. SAKRY '54 is retired
and lives in St. Cloud.

HAROLD)ESH
'69

MARGARET
HEALY'69

ROSE M. SIMONE GUSTAFSON
'55, Lilydale, taught in Ecuador for the
past two years. Rose is now teac\hing in the
South Washington County Schools in Cottage Grove.
~\
JAN WHITE '56, Foley, has been a
teacher in Foley for the past 21 years. She
has five children and enjoys traveling reading and crafts.
\'

1960-1969
PATRICK DeSUTIER '60, Cold ,
Spring, is superintendent for NorwoodYoung America School District.
SHARON NUGENT LYONS '61,
Coon Rapids, is a teacher for Northside
Christian School in Blaine.
PAULA FARRAR TURRENTINE '61, Albuquerque, N.M., is a word
processing manager for Professional
Services.
MARIE KROLZEK ASNER '62,
'66, Overland Park, Kan., received a
national award from the Foundation for
Advancement of Education in Music for
promoting music education in the state of
Kansas'. Marie is the music director for
United Church of Good Shepherd, Kansas
City, Kan.
HENRY COPPOCK '64, St. Cloud,
was one of eight SCSU alumni and staff
who combined to form a running team, the
Geriatric Jewels. The team won the grand
master's (50 and over) division of the
Edmund Fitzgerald Ultramarathon in
October 1989.
KAREN L LARSON FIELD '64,
Maplewood, teaches second grade at
Weaver Elementary School in the North
St. Paul-Maplewood-Oakdale School District. Karen has been a volunteer with
Odyssey of the Mind and the Girl Scouts,
and a volunteer/organizer with StudentSenior Citizen Interaction. In 1989, she
was one of the five individual winners of
the Ashland Oil Teacher Achievement
A ward. Karen was also among three other
educators nominated for 1989 Teacher of
the Year award.
ED JOHNSON '64, '68, '81, St.
Cloud, was one of eight former SCSU
alumni and staff whose running team, the
Geriatric Jewels, won the grand master's
( 50 and over) division of the Edmund Fitzgerald Ultramarathon.

_ . ROBERT G. RIGGS '64, Hopkins,
IS vice president of operations for
..
Washington Square Financial, Minneapolls. Bob and his wife are building a new
home in Lakeville.
MARIE WALSH ESSER '65, Baxter, is an adjunct English instructor at
Brainerd Community College. Marie also
serves on the Board of Directors for the
Brainerd Community College Alumni
Association.
•
· BILL ROSS '65, Port Washington,
Wis., is the director of vocal music at Port
Washington Saukville Publlc Schools. Bill
has been awarded the 1989 Meritorious
Service Award by the Board of Education
and he has been named chairman of the
Wisconsin Honors Music Project.
KEITH CHARPENTIER '66,
Woodbury, is employed for 3M, St. Paul,
as a materials manager.
ROBERT W. NUSS '66, Rochester,
was re-elected chairman of Mack Trucks
National Distributor Advisory Council and
elected to the board of directors for Used
Truck Sales Network. He was selected 1989
Business Person of the Year by the Rochester Chapter of the American Business
Women's Association (ABWA). Bob is
president and CEO of Mack Trucks of
Rochester, Inc.
MARGARET A. HENNEN '68,
'76, St. Paul, is a communications specialist for Unisys Corporation. She was
elected to the Minnesota Humanities
Commission Board of Directors and the
Minnesota Literacy Council Board of
Directors.
•
HAROLD )ESH '68, Sauk Rapids,
has joined Schmitz Kornovich Inc., as vice
p~esident of bll:5in~ development. Harold
will be responsible for marketing and
development of projects in an expanded
marketing area.
MARTIN J. A VELSGAARD '69,
'79, Pequot Lakes, is superintendent of
schools for Pequot Lakes School District.
MARGARET HEALY '69 recently
was named assistant vice chancellor for
student affairs for the University of North
Carollna at Greensboro. Margaret supervises the student financial aid and orientation/international student programs as
well as serving as an ombudsman for student concerns. Prior to her appointment at
UNCG, she was acting dean of students at
Iowa State University.
HARVEY KORTE '69, Chaska, is a
high school counselor at Minneapolis
South High School.
.
JANE ZASTERA OPITZ '69, lives
m St. Cloud. Her husband JEFFREY
OPITZ '77 owns Foreign Auto Service.
.
LARRY A. PERKINS '69, Wayzata,
IS president of Sunstar Foods Inc., a subsidiary of RHM Holdings, Northbrook, Ill.
LYNN JOHNSON ROHMAN '69
Foley, is a volunteer coordinator for St. '
Cloud Hospital Hospice. Lynn and her
family were featured in the St. Cloud Times
family portrait series.
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Upon returning to Minnesota,
Claypatch worked for five years at
the Walker Art Center in Minneapolis and eventually taught art to
the maximum security inmates at
Stillwater state prison.
His late fall 1989 Bachelor of
Fine Arts·exhibit of paintings and
drawings attracted numerous
observers to the Atwood Center
Gallery, due to their monumental
size and stark realism.
Wayne has exhibited in other
states including Utah, Arizona,
Iowa, North Dakota, and Texas,
and at the University of Minnesota's Katherine E. Nash Gallery and
Anderson & Anderson Gallery in
Minneapolis.

Associates, a St. Paul based management
consulting service.

SANDRA SEVERSON CORDIE
'72, '88, Sartell, is an academic enrichment coordinator at Central Minnesota

DAN HOVLAND
'71

GERALDS.
0RN'75

1970-1972
JEROME J. GALLAGHER '70 currently is llving in Marshall.
SUE McDONNELL MARTIN '70,
Waite Park, is the assistant director for
New Beginnings. Sue, her husband Tim,
and their two children enjoy remodellng
their older home.
MARLENE WARD ARNDT '71,
Sauk Rapids, is a fifth grade teacher for the
Foley Elementary Schools. Marlene and
her husband, Dennis, have two children.
MICHAEL M. BREDECK '71,
Madison, is a counselor, math/science
instructor and coach for students in grades
7-12. He is an officer with the West Central Council of Teachers of Math and is a
mediator with Farm Credit Services.
Michael was among three other educators
nominated for the 1989 Teacher of the
Year Award. The award sponsored by the
Minnesota Education Association honors
teachers for their contributions to the
teaching profession .
NORMAN H. FALCONER '71,
Fenton, Mich., is a teacher for CarmanAinsworth Community Schools in Fllnt,
Mich.
JAN LAGERGREN FANDEL '71,
'72, '81, Rochester, is employed by the
Minnesota Education Association as a field
representative. She is president of the
Rochester League of Women Voters as
well as a member of the Education Committee Chamber of Commerce and Early
Risers Rotary Club. Jan has two daughters.
STELLA FERN '71, St. Cloud, is a
teacher in the-St. Cloud School District.
DAN W. HOVLAND '71, Upsala,
is a special education teacher at Lincoln
Elementary in Little Falls. Dan and his
wife, along with their five children,
recently moved into their newly built
home.
LARRY JONES '71 and BONNIE
K. JONES '73 are owners of Foundation
Farm near Foley.
RAYMOND KUTZMAN '71, Beavercreek, Ohio, is laboratory director of
the toxic hazards research unit for NSI
Technology Services which conducts
research for the U.S. Air Force and Navy
at Wright Patterson Air Force Base.
GARY BOTZEK '72, Shoreview,
married Luci Mitchell this past fall. Gary is
a partner in the firm of North Star Policy

Educational Cooperative Service Unit.
Sandra will coordinate the spelling bee,
gifted and talented educators network and
the Inventors' Congress as well as other
programs.
DON LANDWEHR '72, '73, St.
Cloud, is co-owner and chief financial
officer for Castle Realty.
JERRY LUTGEN '72, Foley, who is
in his twenty-first year of teaching in the
school district, serves on the Foley city
council. He and his wife, Judy, enjoy
camping, bowling and playing cards.
RITA A. WINKELS MARX '72,
'74 Uves in Maple Grove.
MICHAEL P. SHAY '72, Franklin
Park, Ill., is vice president of marketing for
Kellogg Foodservice, a new division of Kellogg Company.
LINDA WILSON WORRELL '72
and FRANK WORRELL '73 live in
Kohler, Wis.

1973-1975
KEENE CHARLES ALBRIGHT
'73, Moscow, Idaho, received his doctorate in May 1989 from the University of
Idaho. Keene is a high school principal in
the Moscow School District. He is past
president of the Idaho Association of
Secondary School Principals and has been
selected Idaho's Outstanding Principal by
NASSP and Burger King.

MARY CUMMINS-COLLINS '73,
LaCrosse, Wis., is a registered dietitian and
instructor at Western Wisconsin Technical
College. Mary will complete her master's
degree in May.
BONNIE K. JONES '73 and
LARRY JONES '71 are owners of the
Foundation Farm in Foley.
RICHARD G. SIRANY '73, Vero
Beach, Fla., is restaurant manager at
Fisherman's in Ft. Pierce, Fla.
FRANK WORRELL '73 and
LINDA WILSON WORRELL '72 Uve
in Kohler, Wis. Frank is the director of
sales and marketing for Johnsonville
Foods, Sheboygan, Wis.
WARREN S. SATrERLEE II '74,
Arlington, Texas, is working on his master's degree in theological studies at Brite
Divinity School.
CINDY STROMSBORG
BRUNETTE '75, '85, St. Cloud, teaches
fifth grade at Foley Elementary School. She
enjoyes reading, traveling and working
with stained glass.
DAVID C. ECKER '75, Champlin,
is a successful field salesman at Schweber
Electronics, Eden Prairie. Dave and his
wife, Debbie, have three children.
NANCY RASO EKLUND '75,
Green River, Wyo., is president of the
Wyoming Alliance for Health, Physical
Education, Recreation and Dance.

CLASSNOTES

RALPH NISTLER '75, St. Cloud,
will be working with SCSU to develop its
meteorology program. Ralph retired
December 31, 1989, after 33 years with
the National Weather Service in St. Cloud.
GERALDS. ORN '75 and
CHERYL A. WOODHALL ORN '75
live in Uniontown, Ohio. Jerry is executive
vice president of Central-Allied Enterprises
lnc. Cheryl also is employed by CentralAllied Enterprises. They are parents of two
sons.
KAREN THOMPSON '75, ciearwater, is c9--author of the book Wh:1 Can't
Sharon Kowalski Come Home. Spinster's/
Aunt Lute Press was nominated by PMblishers Weekl:1 Carey-Thomas Awards for publishing the book. Karen is a professor in
the physical education, recreation and
sport science department at SCSU. Julie
Andrzejewski, also an SCSU faculty
member, co-authored the book with
Karen.
GORDON VIERE '75, St. Cloud, is
chief executive partner of Larson, Allen,
Weishair and Company, Minneapolis. As
the new managing partner of the firm, he
will divide his time between St. Cloud and
Minneapolis until his St. Cloud successor
is named.

1976-1978
LUANN VICTORY BUNCH '76,
Plano, Texas, is director of marketing and
public relations for Timberlawn Psychiatric
Hospital, Dallas. LuAnn has been selected
to appear in the premier 1990-91 edition
of Mmquis' Who's Who in Adt!ertising. She
has served on a variety of professional
advisory boards and has chaired various
committees for both state and local marketing/advertising and community
organizations.
BECKY SEABURG DERWORT
'76, Payson, Ariz., is a special education
teacher for the Payson School System. As
the Payson area Special Olympics Director,
Becky has been presented with an honorable mention certificate for her work with
the Arizona Special Olympics.
DALE GABRIELSON '76, St.
Cloud, married Diane Voigt in November.
Dale is employed by the St. Cloud Times.
JOHN F. HENEAGE '76, Tampa,
Fla., is vice president of engineering for
Vector Services Corp.
MARTHA M. CAREY '77, Golden
Valley, is a pastoral counselor at St. John
the Baptist in Savage. She has obtained
another academic degree and is managing
her own department.
CARMEN CARTER '77, Chatfield,
is an elementary music specialist for
Chosen Valley Public Schools.
SUE FISCHER '77, Onalaska, Wis.,
was named Wisconsin Women's Intercollegiate Athletic'Conference Coach of the
Year. She is the tennis coach for the University of Wisconsin-LaCrosse and also is
a member of the SCSU Hall of Fame.
CURT GHYLIN '77, Sauk Rapids,
was one of eight members of the Geriatric
Jewels running team which won the grand
master's division of the Edmund Fitzgerald
Ultramarathon in October.
PATTI HOFFMAN HALTON
'77, Emmaus, Pa., is the director of guidance at Central Catholic High School in
Allentown, Pa. Patti has two children ages
nine and six.
DIANE M. MRUZ.CLUTE '77 and
RICHARD B. CLUTE '78 live in St.
Cloud. Diane is a jewelry de,;igner. She and
Rick have one son.
JEFFERY F. OPITZ '77 and JANE
ZASTERA OPITZ '69, '79 live in St.
Cloud. Jeff owns Foreign Auto Service.
ANGELA JOHNSON REVIER
'77 and her husband, Mike, are happy to
announce the arrival of a baby boy. Angela
is employed as an account executive for
Meyer Associates.
JAMES P. SCHMIDT '77, and his
wife, Virginia, live in Fort Dodge, Iowa.
Jim is employed by Shoppers' Supply.
PAUL 'FRIDLEY' SCHULLO '77,
'84, LeSueur, is the elementary principal
for LeSueur Public Schools. Paul and his
wife, Laura, have four children.
SUSAN L. WILHARM-BULL '77,
Brooklyn, N.Y., is a manager at the Whitney Museum in New York City. She and
her husband, Peter, are expecting twins in
April.
KATHLEEN WILSON ADAMS
'78, St. Cloud, is a part-time receptionist
for Lemco Machine Works, Inc., Waite
Park.
RICHARD B. CLUTE '78 and
DIANE M. MRUl-CLUTE '77 live in
St. Cloud and have a six year old son.

WILLIAM R. EGAN '81, Eagan, is
an account executive in the cosmetic and
fragrance division for L'oreal.
KAREN KOODA FJELSTAD '81,
St. Paul, is manager of corporate reporting
for Northland Insurance.
TOM GAVARAS '81, Minnetonka,
is operations manager for Midwest Radio
LUANN VICTORY SUE FISCHER
BUNCH '76
'77
EARLINE ROBINSON KING '78,
'84, Watertown, is a third grade teacher at
Watertown-Mayer Elementary School. She
is in her third year at the University of
Minnesota where she is working on a certificate in curriculum supervision. Earline
and her husband, James, have three sons.
DEAN W. LARSON '78, Delano, is
an inventory control specialist for Wanner
Engineering in Minneapolis. Dean and his
wife, Debbie, are expecting their first child
in May.

HOPE K. LUDEMAN LIND~
BERG '78, '85, Baxter, is a teacher at
Brainerd High School.
JANE M. KLASSEN MILLER '78,
St. Cloud, is a teacher at Foley Elementary
School. Jane and her husband, Charles,
have one child and are expecting another.
MARCIA J. AFFELDT NEAL '78,
Gainesville, Texas, is vice president and
controller for the Gainesville National
Bank.

1979-1980
ANDREA LUHTANEN '79, Minneapolis, is vice president and manager of
print media for The Haworth Group, lnc.
She is responsible for all print media buys
and strategies on behalf of Haworth Group
clients.
ROSE SCHAUBACH '79, Fresno,
Calif., plays for the Fresno Philharmonic
Orchestra, where she is is assistant principal French horn. She is married with two
young sons and is active as a University of
California trained master gardener.
TALAL F. AL-MISHAN '80, Safat,
Kuwait, is an acting head international
banking syndicate for KREB.
JONNA M. CARR '80, '84, Worthington, Ohio, presently is a full-time
homemalcer and mother.
MARK CHRISTIANSON '80,
Sauk Rapids, is vice president/manager of
the Zapp Bank Trust Department, St.
Cloud.
MARK DZIEWEClYNSKI '80,
Circle Pines, is a mortgage banker for Sentry Mortgage Corporation, Minneapolis.
ISABELLE DAY '80, Hoffman
Estates, Ill., is vice president and product
manager for Citicorp Services, Chicago, Ill.
JAMES EVENS '80, '87 and
SUSAN GRANOWSKI EVENS '80
live in Danvers, Ill. James is systems manager in the computer department at Illinois
State University, Bloomington.
MICHAEL R. GAEDE '80, Green
Bay, Wis., is news director at WLUK-TV
News 11.
GERI L. GEISELHART '80, Minneapolis, is a personnel technician for Liberty Diversified Industries.
JUDE V. GOMEZ '80, Adelphi,
Md., is a paralegal for Lyons, Mack, Delaney, and Young, Washington D.C.
WAYNE P. LUNDBERG '80,
Bloomington, Ind., is studying to receive a
DoctQr of Musical Arts degree from Indiana University.
DORRAINE A. MUND '80, St.
Cloud, is an attorney for Hall, Byers, Hanson, Steil & Weinberger.
ROSE MARY OSGOOD '80, St.
Cloud, is an elementary teacher for Holy
Spirit School. Rose and her husband,
Duane, have three daughters.
HOLLY PETERFURS '80, San
Diego, Calif., returned to California after
two years in Guam.
BRIAN WARNERT '80, Maple
Grove, is director of management services
and human resources at General Mills,
Minneapolis.

1981-1982
KENNETH M. BECKER '81,
Brandon, Fla., is a customer assistance
representative for IBM, Tampa, Fla. Ken
and his wife, Mary, have two daughters.

Networks, Minneapolis.

THOMAS A. JANOCHOSKI '81
and RAMONA MURPHY JANOCHOSKI '83 live in Lake Elmo. Tom is
an accounting analyst for Great Northern
Iron Ore Properties, St. Paul.
GREGORY W. NEMEC '81 is
president for Kandiyohi Bottled Water
Company, Willmar. Greg is married with
two children and is in the process of moving from Wisconsin.
RONALD NYQUIST '81 and
LISA M. NYQUIST '83 live in Cokato.
Lisa and Ron have three children.

1983
DEAN ALMQUIST, Minnetonka, is
an analytical chemist at Braun Engineering,
Eden Prairie.
DIANE RUGG AUTEY, Eagan, is a
senior communication specialist at St. Paul
Companies, St. Paul.
DANIELJ. CLELAND, Andover, is
working for Roadway, a transportation
firm. Dan and his wife, Lori, have a boy
and a girl.
JANE ERICKSON, Shakopee, is a
communication disorders specialist for the
New Prague School System.

ST.
CLOUD STATE
u NIVER SIT Y

JOAN K. VANDERPOOL
OHMAN '81, Roseville, is district ma~ager for Merck Sharp & Dohme's North _
Central Region, headquartered in St. Paul.
FRED M. RADTKE '81, Florissant,
Mo., is a sales manager for Emmerson
Electric SPD Division, Hazelwood, Mo.
Fred and his wife, Julia, have three
children.
BOB RUSNACKO '81, Shoreview,
is president ofRusub lnc., Shoreview.
SUSAN M. ORMSBY
SCHNIEDER '81, St. Cloud, is an
implementation specialist for Business
Records Inc., St. Cloud.
DAN SCHULZETENBERG '81,
Riverside, Calif., is a retail sales supervisor
for Pillsbury Company, Irvine, Calif.
BETH A. WELLS SECHLER '81,
Green Bay, Wis., is working for Athletes
in Action, a division of Campus Crusade
for Christ, International. Beth is married
and has two sons.
MONTE STRUCK '81, Cold
Spring, is account executive for American
Business Forms.
THOMAS TOSNEY '81, Bloomington, is assistant vice president of commercial banking for Norwest Bank.
PATRICIA MILLER VAN DER
LUGT '81 , Eagan, is director of field
marketing on the Dairy Queen account for
Campbell-Mithun-Esty, Minneapolis.
ROSEANNE M. VALVERDE
WOLLMERING '81, Hastings, has
accepted a two-year teaching assignment in
Liberia with the U.S. Peace Corps. As a
secondary school science teacher,
RoseAnne will assist students to meet college entrance requirements.
LORI NIKULA BEAMER '82,
Moose Lake, is assistant bookkeeper for
Moose Lake School District. Lori married
Curtis Beamer in October.
ROBERT D. BESONEN, 82, Minneapolis, is managing the information systems for Pillsbury's field offices.
LOUISE KOGLIN FIDELDY '82,
Bovey, has completed the Blandin Leadership Program. This program is funded by
the Blandin Paper Company of Grand Rapids to train community leaders.
VONNIE L. WILLE GRAY '82,
Las Vegas, Nev., married Laurence Gray
and is a fourth grade teacher for the Clark
County School District.
JOSEPH KOBYLINSKI '82, St.
Cloud, is the owner of Admiral Cleaning.
RONALD K. NOBLE '82,
LaPuente, Calif., is assistant vice pr, ·•dent
in the system software computinr
nmunications department of Califor,. .•ederal, Rosemead. Ron personally brought
greetings to the Alumni and Foundation
staff over the Christmas holiday.
CRAIG D. OTT '82, Bow, N.H., is
an estimator for Stanley Elevator, Nashua,
N.H. Craig recently was promoted to
modernization and repair estimator.
DONNIE R. PLOMBON II '82
and ROBIN MIDAS PLOMBON '84
live in Sneads Ferry, N.C. Don is an aerospace physiologist for the U.S. Navy.
Robin and Don have one son and are
expecting another child in July.
MIKE REUVERS '82, Lake Elmo,
is a police officer for the St. Paul Police
Department.
JOSE A. RODRIGUEZ '82 and his
wife, Janet, are living in Ocean, N.J. They
have a boy and a girl.
JILL PARRY SCHMIDT '82, St.
Paul, is an account manager for West Publishing Co. and also is employed by Jafra
Cosmetics as a skin care consultant. Jill
and her husband, Dave, are expecting their
first child in March.
CHRISTINA J. MEYER TOBIN
'82, Maple Grove, is happy to announce
that she is in her last year of law school.
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BARBARA SCHULZ GOLLIET,
Coon Rapids, is a legal systems administrator for Northwestern National Life Insurance Company. Barb and her husband,
David, had a baby daughter in October.
ANTHONY HALL, Minneapolis, is
a lieutenant for the U.S. Navy. Tony is a dentist stationed in Guam.
BRIAN G. HART, Long Beach,
Calif., is the marketing and Japanese training program administrator for Pioneer
Electronics (USA) Inc., Long Beach, Calif.
Brian also administers The Laser Experience
Program lry Pioneer.
MARILYN ANDREW HENDERSON, Dublin, Ohio, is a medical technologist for St. Ann's Hospital, Westerville.

Alumni Awards
The purpose of these awards is to recognize alumni from St. Cloud State University who continue to live the St. Cloud State tradition through their personal life, community involvement or professional achievement.

The awards are:
Distinguished Alumni Award-honors an SCSU graduate for exceptional
personal achievement.
Alumni Service Award-honors graduates and non-graduates who exem~
plify the SCSU spirit through volunteer service to the university and/ or to
their communities.
Outstanding Young Alumni Award-honors graduates who are outstand- ,..
ing in personal, professional or volunteer accomplishments, and who have
graduated within the last 15 years.
Athletic Hall of Fame Award-pays tribute and gives recognition to former
athletic letter winners, coaches and others who have made exceptional contributions to the athletic programs of this university.
I

These awards will be preeented to outstanding alumni in the fall of
1990.
. __
-

If you know of sofu~ne ~ho should be considered for any of these awards,
please fill out this
and return by May 1, 1990 to:
,,,

form
-

Alumni Association
Alumni & Foundation Center
720 South 4th Ave.
St. Cloud State University
St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498

St. Cloud State University
Alumni Association Awards
I wish to nondnate-----------"---'------- .
(class :,ear)

(name)

for the _ _ Distinguished Alumni Award
Alumni Service Award
__ Outstanding Young Alumni Award
_ _ Athletic Hall of Fame Award ··

Address, if known:

(cla,cime plione)

(«Nnint pltofle)

Personal and professional accomplishments for which dli$ person
should be honored include:

(If space is not sufficient, please attach additional comments.)

Submittedb.,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- : - - - : - - (clasavar)
(street)
(city)

( daytime phone)

(tip code)

(state)

(evenina phoae)

KATHLEEN BOERNER PERKINS, St. Louis Park, is a customer ser-

THERESA A. HELMINICK
HOUTS, Bloomington, is a loan proces-

vice representative at BHK&R Inc., Bloomington. Kathy married M ichael Perkins in
June '89.
BOB REMPFERT and LINDA
WURST REMPFERT live in Savage.
Bob is a teacher at Faribault Junior High.
Linda is a school social worker at Passage
Program, Shakopee, a high school for emotionally disturbed children.
GARY RUPRECHT, San Jose,
Calif., is an engineer at General Electric.
CARLO SCHWINN, St. Cloud, is a
process engineering manager at WCI
Freezer, Inc.

sor for Arneristar Financial, Bloomington.
Teri and her husband, Chuck, have two
children.

RAMONA MURPHY JAN OCHOSKI and THOMAS A. JANOCHOSKI '81 live in Lake Elmo. Ramona
is a quality assurance chemist at 3M.
CRAIG A. JENSEN, St. Cloud, is a
salesman for National Bushing. Craig and
his wife, Mary, have one daughter.

KATHY ROBLEK JOHNSON,
Burnsville, is a programmer/analyst for St.
Paul Companies, St. Paul.
KATHRYN M. KRUEGER, Winchendo n, Mass., is the dean of schools at
Winchendon School.
)IAN FANG LI, Lexington, Ky.,
received a doctoral fellowship in accounting from the University of Kentucky.
THOMAS P ~ MARGARIT, Bloomington, is a manager for Boyum & Barenscheer, an accounting, tax and consulting
firm.
BRIAN MYRES, Rice, is vice president of retail banking at First American
National Bank, St. Cloud. Brian also has
taken on the duties of consumer lending
and branch manager.
PERRYNOUIS, West Germany, is
a captain in the U .S. Air Force. He is chief
of operations of a broadcasting squadron
at Ramstein Air Base in West Germany.
Perry and his wife, Jean, have three
children.

1984
DARBY L ANDREASEN, Arlington, Texas, is a secretary at Cummins Cash
Information Service.
AMY BURNS, Baltimore, Md., is a
senior underwriter at USF&G. Amy was
awarded the professional insurance designation of CPCU in October.
R.J. CARLSON, Eagan, is a mortgage underwriter at Norwest Mortgage,
Minneapolis.
FRANK COCCHIARELLA, Plymouth, N.H., is the assistant director of
residential life at Plymouth State College.
Frank is enjoying New England life and
invites friends to visit and experience a
taste of New England.
SCOTT M. FEARING, Minneapolis, is returning to graduate school this
spring.
JEFFERY T. FYLE is a marine captain. deployed to Iwakuni, Japan, working
on his combat efficiency training in the

LISA M.JOHNSON NYQUIST
and RONALD NYQUST '81 live in
Cokato. Lisa is a special education instructor for Dassel Elementary School. They
have three children.
GLENN PEDERSON, Rochester,
married Paula Raihle in September. Glenn
is a computer programmer for IBM.

Commemorative Graduation Plaques
Conaider tlm W I of C'Ollllll1'IIIODDI your St. Cloud State
aperience:

The Alumni Allodation l a ~ tbe aale 8'
braNplate which duplicates theilplomaaacliamoun
inch line-minorecl ..... or walnut bue.

Eacloeed is$ _ __

for _ _

Univt!raiW Commemorative plaques.

(no.)

o 0-Bue $42.95
c Walnut Bue $38.95

Student's name

. ;. ; .-----------...;.....~!!lijill~--------

ellfllffC4)
Graduation da....,,9e.,__ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _
(11 9Qll W8llC it

Month

Day

CLASSNOTES
Western Pacific Ocean. He is stationed at
Marine Corps Air Station, Cherry Point,
N.C.
JONI JENSEN, Sioux Falls, S.D., is
an education instructor at Sioux Falls
College.

LAURIE MICHAEL
KUMEROW, St. Paul, is an employee
communications manager for Northwest
Airlines.

CYNTHIA D. OLSON, Kansas
City, Mo., works in the Management
Information Systems Division for Burlington Northern Railroad.
TIM PANGER, Wayne, Pa., is a junior accountant at lnspeech Inc., Valley
Forge, Pa. Tim enjoys traveling and has
biked across Europe.
JOHN P. RUSSELL, St. Cloud, is
owner and broker of John Russell Real
Estate. The firm specializes in new co nstruction and residential homes.
BRYAN R. STIERNAGLE, Minneapolis, is employed by the Internal
.
Revenue Service, St. Paul. Bryan and his .
wife, Catherine, have one daughter.
GREG VANDAL '85, Eden Valley,
is superintendent of schools for the Eden
Valley School District.
KENT R. WEBER, Vadnais Heights,
received the Chartered Financial Analyst
designation. Kent is an investment officer
for Mimlic Asset Management Company,
St. Paul.

General Mills Inc., Minneapolis. Pam and
her husband, Marvin, had a baby boy last
October.
THOMAS A. SCHREINER, Hoffman Estates, Ill., is a manager for Software,
Etc., West Dundee, Ill.
DAVID L STEIN, Columbus, Ohio,
is in the executive management training
program for Bank One.
MARK TEBBEN, Brooklyn Center,
is an associate group underwriter for The
Prudential's North Central Group Operations, Minneapolis.
GREGG THOMPSON and LYNNAE KOCH THOMPSON live in Anaheim, Calif. Gregg is attending Long Beach
State University for his master's degree in
Technology Education and is a sales representative for 3M, Los Angeles. Lynnae is a
marketing representative for Pioneer Electronics, Long Beach.
technician for the St. Cloud H ospital. Gail
and her h usband, Mark, had a baby boy in
June.
JOAN VINCENT, St. Cloud, is the
director of foundation and corporate relations at the College of St. Benedict, St.
Joseph. Joan is responsible for seeking
financial support from various funding
agencies.
DAVID WEERES, Burnsville, is
employed by USAir Airlines as a pilot.
David married Karen Schneider and they
have one son.
THOMAS J. ZACZKOWSKI and
SHEILA W . OLSON '87 were married
in December. Tom is employed as a construction inspector by Hennepin County.

1986

SHELLY ANDERSON LYNCH,

PAM MARKING RATHLISBERGER, Crystal, is a data analyst for
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MONICA JOHNSON VOSSEN,
Maple Grove, is the catering coordinator
for: Embassy Suites Hotel, St. Paul.

AMY R. SCHELLINGER
WEAVER, Germantown, Md., married
Keith Weaver in September. Arny is an
information and service representative for
National Geographic Society, Washington
D.C.

1987
DEZRA L HANSON ANDERSON and BRYAN M. ANDERSON '88
live in Bellevue, Wash.
PAUL M. BATES is currently living
in St. Cloud.
DEBORAH OST DURAND and
TODD DURAND reside in Houston,
Texas. Deborah is enrolled in a master's
program in genetic counseling at the Graduate School of Biomedical Sciences, a division of the University of Texas, Houston.
She also works part-time in a cytogenetics
laboratory in Houston. Todd is a senior
architectural designer for Perry Houston
Interests Inc., a major Houston
homebuilder.

MARLYS A. JACOBSON EIKMEIER lives in St. Cloud and is a substi-

BARBARA GAY BACKES '88,

Blaine, published a book Living for Toda-y,
Planning for Tomom>W. Shelly is an assistant
to the director of development for the Billy
Graham Evangelistic Association.
MELANIE NAVARA, Dresser,
W is., is a special education teacher for
Unity School, Balsam Lake, Wis.
BARBARA). OLSON, Manhattan
Beach, Calif., manages the logistics and
transportation functions as well as office
and warehouse personnel for Del Monte
Tropical Fruit Co., Los Angeles, Calif.
KARI PETERSON, Marshall, is
operations manager for the business credit
leasing subsidiary of Schwann's Inc.

Donald is completing his requirements for
his Ph .D . in molecular biology at the University of Idaho. He is employed there as a
graduate assistant with teaching and
research duties. Don also is a first lieutenant in the Washington State Army
National Guard with responsibility for the
medical platoon located in Spokane,
Wash.

GAIL A. WARZECHA THORSON, St. Cloud, is an electro diagnostic

1985
Eagan, is a psychotherapist at Harley
Clinic, St. Paul.
MICHAEL). BAUMAN, San
Antonio, Texas, is an agency development
specialist for T ransarnerica Insurance
Group. Mike has lived in Texas for four
years and mused how time has flown by
and that he misses y'all.
MARK G. BEETHE, Minneapolis, is
a manager at Touche Ross, Minneapolis.
Mark specializes in corporate and individual taxation in the tax function.
REBECCA A. IMES BEYERS and
her husband, Scott, live in St. Cloud where
Rebecca works for the St. Clowd Times.
DOUGLAS A. CARTER, Fairmont, has completed the Officer Indoctrination School at the Naval Education and
Training Center, Newport, R.l. This sixweek course prepared Doug as a newlycommissioned officer for duty in the Naval
staff field corresponding to his civilian
profession.
LWYD DANZEISEN, Fergus Falls,
has been named Coach of the Year by his
colleagues in the Northeast and Northwest
Divisions, an award bestowed on him also
in 1987. Lloyd is football coach at Fergus
Falls Community College and president of
the faculty association.
JAMIE DONOVAN, LaPorte,
Colo., is currently living in Pitea, Sweden
and is a consultant in the chemical dependency treatment department at the Donovan Consulting Firm. Jamie is the president
of Donovan Consulting Firm.
LARRY E. GODEL, St. Louis Park,
recently passed the CPA exam and is a staff
accountant for Caldwell, Taylor, & Brown
Ltd.
LLOYD G. GRACHEK, North St.
Paul, is a corrections counselor for Minnesota Correctional Facility-Stillwater.
DARRI BENTLEY HILL, Brandon,
Fla., is a pricing analyst for Progressive
Insurance. Darri transferred from the
company's Colorado Springs, Colo., office
to the Tampa, Fla. office.
GLENN J. IMHOLTE, Waite Park,
is a salesperson for Marco Business Products, St. Cloud.

DONALD E. TRUMMEL '88 and
TAMARA A. MALIKOWSKI
TRUMMEL '88 live in Moscow, Idaho.

NANCY J. BRYANT ANDERSON, St. Cloud, is a receptionist for
Northland Fitness Center. Nancy and her
husband, Ken, have one daughter.
JAMI M. ERCK BESTGEN, St.
Cloud, married John Bestgen in June. Jami
is the typesetting director in the advertising
division for Meyer Associates, Inc.

KATHLEEN MARSH CONGER,
Dayton, is a fifth grade teacher for the
Osseo School District. Kathleen and her
husband, Chris, have a one-year-old son.
MARY HANNIG EHLINGER, St.
Cloud, married Kevin Ehlinger in August.
Mary is a counselor for Weight Loss
Clinic.
RON J. FIEDLER, Ft. Lauderdale,
Aa., is a product manager for Vision Ease
Lens'.
MARLIN W. HUTCHENS is a district manager for Walgreen Co. In this
position, Marlin oversees 13 drugstores in
Walgreen's Michiana District.
GREGORY KRIEFALL, San Bernardino, Calif., is a writer and international news liaison for Campus Crusade
for Christ.
LYNN R. OLSON and JULIE M.
THOMPSON '88 live in Bloomington,
Ind. Lynn is continuity directory at radio
station WQRK/WBIW.
TERESE COOK OSTERMAN and
RON OSTERMAN '87 live in Milwaukee, Wis. where Terese is employed by
Marriott Corporation in catering at Marquette University. Terese and Ron have
one son.
JAMES M. QUIRK, lives in Plymouth, where he is a sales representative.

BARBARA A. ROUBAL
REUTER, Sauk Center, is a child care
counsellor for the St. Cloud Children's
Home. Barb married Harold Reuter in
May.

JANALYNN FENLASON
ROTHSTEIN and ALLEN ROTHSTEIN '87 are living in Monticello.
DAVE SCHEDIN, Edina, is the
advertising production coordinator for
Holiday Companies, Bloomington.
JACQUELINE SCHOLL, St.
Cloud, was married in December to Kevin
Johnson. Jackie is employed by St.
Gabriel's Hospital Mental Health Unit, Little Falls.
DAVID E. SEGLER, Brainerd, is a
sales representative for Parts Unlimited.
TAMRA R. SIEGFRIED '89, St.
Cloud, received her master's degree in Business Administration from St. Cloud State
University last November.
BETH SIMONSEN, New Hope, is a
certified public accountant for Froehling,
Anderson, Plowman & Egnell Ltd.,
Excelsior.
ENG ENG TIO, Singapore, is a consultant for Mary Kay Cosmetics in
Singapore.

tute teacher.

CHARLES a EISENREICH and
PEGGY M. SCHMIDT '88 were married
in November. Charlie is a math teacher in
the Monticello Public School District.
MICHAEL GREEN, St. Cloud, is a
business systems representative for Currentech Computer Centers, Plymouth.
KRISTINEJ.JOHNSON, Albert
Lea, is a director of promotions for Superstar Video, Rochester.
PITOU KEO, Madison, Wis., is
senior programmer analyst for CUNA
Mutual Insurance Group.
DAVID C. LERCH, Mechanicville,
N.Y., is food service specialist for George
A. Hormel & Co. This promotion
involved a transfer to Albany, N .Y., where
he and his wife, Dawn, celebrated their
first wedding anniversary in their new
home.
SANDRA D . OELFKE LUEHRS,
Glencoe, is the assistant office manager for
Radisson Hotel South.
DIANE F. EUTENEUER
MILLER, Maple Grove, is working for
AT&T, Minneapolis.
SHEILA W. OLSON and THOMAS J. ZACZKOWSKI '85 were married in December. Sheila is employed as a
substitute teacher in Minneapolis.
RON OSTERMAN and TERESE
COOK OSTERMAN '86 live in Milwaukee. Ron completed graduate school at
the University of Minnesota in 1989. He is
employed by the University of WisconsinMilwaukee as assistant director of the
Klotsche Center for recreational sports and
athletics. Ron and Terese have one son.
JANELLE PEDERSON, Minneapolis, is an assistant account executive for
Transtop.

CAROLINE CARLSON
PEKAREK, Monterey, Calif., is a financial analyst for Household Credit Services
Inc., Salinas.
JILL M. RAUSCH SAMPICA and
MARK A. SAMPICA '88 live in Maple
Grove. Jill is a medical staffing coordinator
for Allied Professionals, Edina.
LEE H. SELVOG, St. Paul, is a sales
representative for The Work Connection.
The Work Connection is a temporary
employment service that recently opened
in St. Cloud.

CHRISTOPHER). SZARKE,
Washington, D .C ., is working as the program assistant/ volunteer coordinator with
Pediatric AIDS/HIV Care Inc., a nonprofit organization which provides volunteer support to families who have children
with HIV infection and AIDS.
SASHI VELUPILLAY, Australia, is
a super annuation consultant for Capita
Benefits Planning, Melbourne, Australia.
KEN WONG, Kowloon, Hong
Kong, is a vice president at Chase Manhattan Bank.

PAULSCHULW
'77, '84

MARKCHRISTJANSON '80

1988
BRYAN M. ANDERSON and
DEZRA L HANSON ANDERSON
'87 live in Bellevue, Wash., where Bryan is
an industrial engineer of the technical studies group for The Boeing Company, Everett WA.

ALEX L ANDREOITOLA, St.
Cloud, has completed the Certified Financial Planner Professional Education Pro. gram. Alex is the assistant vice president in
the commercial real estate department of
First American National Bank.
SCO'IT BERGLAND, Faribault, is
assistant manager at 11T Financial Services,
Owatonna. Scott and his wife are expecting
a child in May.
TERESA BIRD, Mendota Heights, is
working for Andcor Companies, Inc.
MARYE. BOISEN, Brownsville,
Texas, is a teacher for Brownsville Public
School.
PAT J. BORTH, Kasson, is a programmer analyst for Olmsted County,
Rochester.
TAMMY CHIPMAN, Hayward,
Wis., is a chiropractic assistant for Dr.
James Toftness.
MICHAEL F. DOYLE, St Joseph,
is working in the St. John's University
advancement office as an assistant director
for news and sports information.
SHIRLEY GILL, St. Joseph, is a
temporary personnel supervisor for
Express Services, Temporary and Permanent Personnel, St. Cloud. Shirley is respon•
sible for recruiting, interviewing, and placing temporary employees.
JESSICA HENDRICKS, Sartell,
worlcs with the 4H Youth Program and
Alcohol and Safety Decisions Program in
Stearns County. Jessica also is involved in
community theater in St. Cloud.
SUZANNE M. ZOOKJOHNSTON, Toronto, Ontario, married Carr
A. Johnston in September. Suzanne is telemarketing manager for Arts Marketing
Services.
DAVID JOST, Richmond, Va., is the
foodservice division representative for
Geo. A. Hormel and Co. David is the
representative for the Virginia District.
USA KOLL, St. Cloud, was
appointed to the University Neighborhood
University Community Council. The
·
NUCC was formed as an advisory group to
facilitate communication between the university, the city, the police department, the
immediate SCSU neighborhood and the
community at large. Lisa serves as a
member of the Alumni Association board
of directors.
WILLIAM). KRAKER and
DEBORAH M. ZAHRADNIK '89 were
married in July. Bill is a cytogenetic technologist for the Mayo Clinic, Rochester.
MARIETI'E LUKA LaPOINT,
Arlington, is the director of social services
for the Good Samaritan Center.
PATRICl{ M. MAHONY, Maple
Grove, is an account executive at Sea.son's
Magatine /Sterling Advertising. Pat is
responsible for the western and southwest
suburbs in the Minneapolis metro area and
is an active member of Achievers USA.
CHRISTINE McDONALD LANG,
Gainesville, Fla., is an administrative secretary for the University of Florida Department of Radiology.
THOMAS R. McINTOSH, Duluth,
is an account representative for Pitney
. Bowes. Tom and his wife, Becky, have two
children.
MARIA MERGEN, Lancaster,
Calif., is teaching at Joshua Hills Elementary school in Palmdale, Calif. Maria married Randal Manlco in December.
PAMELA). MIX, Cincinnati, Ohio,
is a programmer analyst for Cincinnati Bell
Information Systems.
RHONDA K. MOBILIA, Pipestone, is a special education teacher.
BENTE I. OLSEN, Australia, is iQ
the public relations assistance department
for Footscray Institute of Technology,
Melbourne, Australia.
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MARY A. PETERSON, St. Louis
Parle, is an accountant for Maxwell Communications Corp., St. Paul.
JACKIE PROVO, St. Paul, is a
financial analyst for IDS.
TAMMY PROVO and CHRIS
FRIEDER1CHS '89 were married in
December. Tammy is attending William
Mitchell College of Law, St. Paul and is
employed as a law cleric in Minneapolis.
DEANNA M. RUPPERT, Boise,
Idaho, graduated from Northwestern University Medical School, Chicago, ID., in the
physical therapy program. Deanna is a staff
physical therapist for St. Alphonsus
Regional Medical Center.
MARK A. SAMPICA and JILL M.
RAUSCH SAMPICA were married and
now live in Maple Grove. Mark is a manufacturing engineer/production supervisor
for Rosemount Inc. He recently attended
the Academy of Military Science for the
Air National Guard where he earned his
officer's commission. Mark also is
employed part-time by the Minnesota Air
National Guard as a wing staff aircraft
maintenance officer at the Minneapolis
International Airport, Minneapolis.
ROXANNE SILVERS, St. Cloud, is
an office manager for the St. Cloud Intervention Project.
JOAN K. PFEFFER SKOLTE and
JOSEPH H. SKOLTE were married in
April. Joan is doing clerical work for
Laserscan, Inc. Joe currently is with the
Minnesota Air National Guard and is
training to receive his pilot's license. They
are temporarily living in Pheonix, Ariz.
)UUE M. THOMPSON and
LYNN OLSON '86 live in Bloomington,
Ind. Julie is working on a master's degree
in speech communication and also is an
associate instructor teaching public spealcing classes.

TAMARA A. MALIKOWSKI
TRUMMEL and DONALD E.
TRUMMEL '86 live in Moscow, Idaho.
Tamara is an accountant at Washington
State University, Pullman.
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BRAD J. WHEELOCK and
KATHY S. MUNDHENKE WHEELOCK live in Edina. Brad is employed by
Dain Bosworth, Minneapolis, and Kathy is
employed as a customer relations representative for Facility Systems.

SHARON HESSE WHISLER,
North St. Paul, married Timothy Whisler
in September. Sharon is director of social
services for Rose of Sharon Manor,
Roseville.
NANCY L WHITE. Maple Grove,
is a purchasing cleric for the United States
Department of Agriculture, Minneapolis.
KRIS WOLKE, Bloomington, is a
territory sales manager for the pharmaceutical manufacturer, Upsher-Smith Laboratories, Minneapolis.

1989
DENNIS BOECKERMANN, St.
Cloud, is a therapist in the Intensive InHome Family Preservation Program for the
Village Family Service Center..
STEVEN J. BRENHAUG, Albany,
is a junior high science teacher for the
Swanville Public School District.
DAVE BRIGGS, Wayzata, is a
salesman for Wayzata Marine.
DIANA PETERSON BURLISON,
St. Cloud, is manager of the business office
at St Cloud State University.
)ULlE P. CHESTER, Rice, is
employed as a substitute teacher and by
AAA Minnesota, St. Cloud. Julie is
engaged to Kevin L. Johnson and they are
planning a February wedding.
PETER CROOK, Little Falls, is the
district executive for Central Minnesota
Council, Boy Scouts of America.
DEVIN K. DAVIES, Eau Claire,
Wis., is the TV/radio advertising director
for Menards, Inc.
BENJAMIN K. DAVIS lives in St.
Cloud where he is a security guard for
Fingerhut.
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CHERI C. FORSMAN JOHNSON, Saulc Rapids, is director of Weight
Loss Clinic International, St. Cloud. Cheri
was married to Keith A. Johnson in
November.
CHRIS FRIEDERICHS and
TAMMY PROVO '88 were married in
December. Chris is employed by a St. Paul
banlc.
LAURIE A. FROHRIP and
BRUCE J. SCHOLL)EGERDES were
married in August. Laurie is employed by
Meredith Company, Bloomington and
Bruce is employed by St Cloud Hospital.
LEZLI A. HAGEMEYER, New
Brighton, is teaching sixth grade in Roseville Area Schools.
KELLY L HAIN and USA A.
ROSS HAIN were married in October
and now live in Eden Prairie. Lisa is a business analyst for Dun &. Bradstreet, Edina.
FRANK HOFFMANN, St. Cloud,
is a loan servicing representative for Security Financial Banking &. Savings.
TRACY C. HOGAN, Bloomington,
is an entry-level executive for Target
Stores, Inc. at the district office in Fridley.
DAWN P.JOHNSON, Virginia, is
an adolescent counselor at the Arrowhead
Center.
ROBIN WBERG, St. Louis Parle, is
employed by CSE Publishing, Richfield, as
production assistant in the Powder and &lk
Engineering Magatine.
TROY D. MOLITOR, Marshall, is a
regional sales manager for Business Credit
Leasing.
SHANNON MELLE MUSSELL,
Hamden, Conn., is a marketing assistant
for Travelers Insurance. Shannon married
Michael Mussell.in August.
JODI L NELSON, Dallas, Texas,
will be returning home in June to be mar.• ried to Scott Schmitt Jodi is a fourth grade
elementary teacher in the Carrollton Independent School District, Carrollton, Texas.
TAMARA K.JOSEPHSON OCHSENDORF, Roseville, is an accountant
for Deloitte Haslcins &. Sells, Minneapolis.
MICHELLE F. PILARSKI, Clitherall, is an internal auditor for J. C. Penny
Co., Inc.
PAMELA POGALZ, Watertown,
Wis., is employed by Dodge County Planning &. Development, Juneau, Wis., as a
planner. Pam will be married in June to Jim
Kober.
KAREN POSCH, St. Paul, is
employed by Sandoz Nutrition, St. Louis
Parle. Karen is working in the office service
area.
NANCY A.RYSAVY, Little Canada, is an inspector for the Bureau of
Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms, St. Paul.
KAREN TSCHIDA SCHAFER, St.
Cloud, is the director of educational conferences at St. Cloud State University.
Karen and her husband, Bob, recently
returned from Europe, where Karen completed plans for St. Cloud State's first
international continuing studies seminar to
be held in a 12th century castle in Alnwiclc, England, this summer.
PEGGY M. SCHMIDT and CHARLES H. EISENREICH '87 were married in November. Peggy is employed as an
assistant internal auditor by Marco Business Products, St. Cloud.
SUSAN O'BRIEN SILVERS,
Paynesville, is a speech-language pathologist for Grove City and Cosmos School
Systems. Susan was married in August to
Richard Silvers.
CHERI L TRUZINSKI, Minneapolis, is the show coordinator for Aveda
Corporation.
ERIK W. VANDERBILT, Coon
Rapids, is an enrollment specialist for
Partners National Health Plans, Edina.
SANDRAJANORSCHKE
WOHLETZ, St. Joseph, is employed by
the Village Family Service Center as a parental provider in the Intensive In-Home
Family Preservation Program, St. Cloud.
DEBORAH M. ZAHRADNIK and
WILLIAM J. KRAKER '88 were mar' ried in July. Debbie and Bill live in
Rochester.

TERESE COOK OSTERMAN '87

and RON OSTERMAN '86

We remember..
Our sympathy is with the families and friends of the following
whose deaths have recently been
reported to the Alumni Association. The date listed is the year of
graduation.
1913 Rebecca Lende Anderson,
Seattle, Wash.
1915 Dorothy Ellis Hartig,
Robbinsdale
1916 Ruth Qµale Ream, Bringham
City, Vt.
1918 James F. Lichtenberger,
Minneapolis
1920 Ruby M. Sederberg,
Minneapolis
1921 Mildred Solomonson Fenner,
Upsala
1923 Georgia Koepp, Paynesville
1924 Laura Gilloley, Fergus Falls
1926 Lillian Oatman, Clearwater
1928 Ottilie Kaeppel, Sun City,
Ariz.
1929 Vivian Hulteen, Waite Park
1930 Nina E. Cheeseman Krueger,
Hubertus, Wis.
1932 Kenneth}. Kennedy, Maple
Lake
1932 Evelyn Peterson Lenander,
Buffalo Lake
1933 Adelaide E. Wendt, New
Hope
1934 Priscilla Johnson Chxnielewski, Princeton
1934 Clarence McLaird, Tyler
1934 Stella Carlson Stowell,
Cokato
_1948 Marjorie Gamse Sherrard,
Minneapolis
1950 Donald F. Brandenburg,
.Maple Plain
1952 Robert C. Hemberger,
Lindstrom
1952 Helen Elizabeth Ramey,
Dassel
1952 Beryl Beverly Rising, Sebeka
1952 Henry F. Schultz, Silver Lake
1955 Bernice C. Larson, Marine on
St. Croix
1963 Marjorie Helen Holt,
Lindstrom
1964 Gertrude A. Pederson, Long
Prairie
1968 James Foster Nelson, Anoka
1970 Sharon Y. Garberich, Rush
City
1982 Kimberly Ritsche, San Antonio, Texas
1987 Robb Paul Roy, Minneapolis
1989 Kelly A. Tighe, Brooklyn
Center
1990 Brian W ochnick, St. Cloud
William English, friend,
Minneapolis
Laura Jane Musser, friend,
Little Falls
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African and African-American cultures were celebrated by SCSU students and others during the African
Festival and Diaspora in February, as part of Black History Month. Naa-Komley Tetteh, Naa-Absashie
Ankrah, and Kim Sackey, members of the Ghanaian Drummer Group, perform a dance in the Atwood
Ballroom. (See "Historically speaking, page 3.) Photo by Hege Hoistad, courtesy of the University Chronicle.

